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ALLISON MILLIKAN/Ledger & Times photo

Gov. Brereton Jones made a 30-minute stop Monday in Hardin to hand over a $750,000 grant that will allow the city to construct a water
treatment facility. Hardin Mayor Carl Butler (second from left) said the, grant is good news for Hardin, which currently gets its water from
Benton.

Hardin gets
state grant
By ALLISON MILUKAN
Staff Writer
Thanks to two years of continuous labor on the part of local and
state officials, the city of Hardin will soon have its own water treatment facility.
Gov. Brereton Jones made a brief stop Monday at Hardin's,
Se;itioi'Citizens Center to announce the dward- of a S750,000 Corn:
munity Block Development Grant for construction of a water treatment -plant:
Also included in the grant is money for two water supply wells, a
100,000 gallon elevated storage tank and approximately seven
miles of waterline.
The project will supply water to 78 households.,
Hardin Mayor Carl Butler said the announcement is good news
for Hardin, which currently buys its water from Benton.
"We've worked two years to- try and get grant money to put
water in the homes," he said. "Several homes outside the city have
contaminated wells and this will put water if those homes."
Jones said the grant is a result_ of cooperation 'between local and
state officials and the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development'
"This project is an example of investing moneykxhere it ought to
be invested," Jones said.
He Credited Butler and the Purchase Area Development District, as well as local and state-officials for working together to make the
grant possible.
•See Page 2
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Dead or alive? Fate of 1-66 hooked to study
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Although a feasibility study for
the proposed Interstate 66 calls
the project "impractical," legislators are prepared to toss the study
in the garbage.
"The engineers doing the study
went off on their own and turned
it into a boondoggle," said U.S.
Rep. Tom Barlow. "They went
completely haywire."
The $1.275 million study,
which was initiated in 1991 by
U.S. Rep. Hal Rogers and

released to the public earlier this
week, contains suggestions for a
S17.9 billion "interstate-type
highway" and four alternatives,
including a $78 billion eight-laneproject that would include a track
for trains to go 300 mph and an
automatic vehicle-control system.
The route would link Southern
California with the Virginia
shore. According to the proposal,
the highway would go through
southern and eastern Kentucky.
It had been proposed that 1-66
would have special . lanes for

"This feasibility study is not something that
will have an impact on the proposal."
U.S. Rep. Tom Barlow
truck traffic and a parallel railroad track to expedite movement
of goods from coast to coast.
"The study focused on things
like a high speed railway and
electronic -cars," Barlow said.
"There are never going to be any
funds for those kind of high tech

projects.
Wilbur .Smith Associates of
Columbia, S.C. said in the summary that some states might find
it practical to build sections of
the proposed 3,000-mile -highway, but the "study does not support undertaking a major coast-

bo-coast corridor at this tithe."
Barlow said that in spite of the
study, the project will continue.
"This feasibility study • is not
something that will have an,
impact on the proposal," Barlow
said. "We want nuts and bolts
highways for our region."
Barlow said $975,000 will be
allotted to the Kentucky Department of Transportation for preliminary planning.
Rogers said all Congress
wanted was the feasibility of a
simple coast-to-coast interstate

highway.
He said the report was only a
first draft, "which means it can
be changed. It's open to public
comment and I expect a lot of
that.
"We're going to go ahead with
the highway," Regers said.
"We're going to build 1-66. The
Congress is the one that will
make the decision on thIS. Not
some engineer from South Carolina, which is not affected."
II See Page 2

Help on way to refugees
GOMA, Zaire (AP) — With
clean water crucial to slowing the
spread of a deadly cholera
epidemic, American soldiers
staffed setting up the first water
purification systems in Goma
today for 1 million Rwandan
refugees.
The border town, which was
swamped with refugees earlier
this month, rattled to the roar of
aid plane after plane today. A
record 36 aircraft landed Monday, and a similar number —
including a huge U.S. cargo plane
— was expected today.
But a lack of staff and trucks
kept tons of emergency food
hacked up at Goma's tiny airport.
The Hutu refugees in Goma
fled victorious Tutsi rebels, fearing retribution for the massacre
of 200,000 to 500,000 people,
mostly Tutsis, by Hutu militias
from April to July. The victims'
include an estimated 250,000
children, UNICEF said.

People were dying faster in
Goma than mass graves could be
dug, and hundreds of corpses
lined the roads and were piled up
at four filthy refugee camps outside the town and at a settlement
of more than 15,000 Rwandan
soldiers.
Relief workers got permission
to begin burning bodies to help
check .the spread of disease, but
have not yet begun to do so, said
Ray Wilkinson, a spokesman for
the U.N. High Commissioner for
Refugees.
The refugees have been getting
much of their water by trekking
up to 10 miles to Lake Kivu,
where they dip their jerry cans
into green, slimy water fouled by
bodies and excrement.
About 11,000 people have
already died of cholera in the
past week, and thousands more
were e,xpected to die.
A growing stream of refugees
was leaving the scene of death

and squalor behind and returning
home. An estimated 20,000
crossed back over the border
since Sunday, Wilkinson said.
Some 1.2 million refugees
remain in eastern Zaire, consuming millions of gallons of suspect
water every day. I
After sunrise today, 15 U.S.
Army specialists armed with
M-16 assault rifles drove to the
shore of Lake Kivu to inspect the
site for two water purification
machines.

•

"These people will have fresh
water by the end of the day,"
said Staff Sgt. William Thomas,
45, of Fort Worth, Texas.
The two machines will be able
to purge cholera bacteria from the
waters of Lake Kivu at the rate of
1,200 gallons an hour. With the
United Nations putting basic daily consumption at five quarts per
person, that would only put a
dent in the overwhelming need.

HARRY ALLISON Special to the Ledger

•

Deidra Anne Holcomb (center) was crowned Calloway County Fair Queen Monday night at the annual
Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen Beauty Pageant. Keri Lynn Bozzell (left) was named first runnerup, and Melody Parker (right) was named second runner-up. The pageant was sponsored by the
Murray Woman's Club.

Businesses say snow shutdown no excuse
By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — It
was hot and muggy outside, but
there was a chill in the air at the
Kentucky Transportation Forum.

The topic was "The Cold War
of '94" — the ice and snow
storm'that blanketed the state Jan.
16 and left Kentucky paralyzed
for a week.
Businesses were represented on

video at Monday's session in the
University of Kentucky Student
Center, voicing strong complaints
about how slowly streets and
•
highways were cleared.
"We were absolutely dying,"

said Douglas R. Kuelpman, vice
president for public affairs for
United Parcel Service, adding
that it took several days to move
standard overnight packages
because emRloyees couldn't get

response by the state and Jefferto work.
son County to .the snow makes
He presented a short video that
"it very difficult for us to convoiced concerns by leading comvince suppliers to come to Kenpanies in Louisville on the financial damage caused by the storm.
A Ford official said the •See Page 2
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BRIEFLY..

IN The Murray City Council will meet
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the council
chambers of City Hall.

•Former Murray State Lady Racer Jennifer Parker proved she could score outside of the Ohio Valley recently, biding
Athletes In' Action with 16 points per
game on their recent tour of Moscow.

Page 6

Il Calloway County Nigh School SiteBased Council will have a 'special meeting at 9 a.m. Wednesday 'in Principal
Jerry Ainley's office to discuss the assistant rfincipars position.
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Chamber board discusses financial situation

Pick 3
6-5-5
Pick--44-5-1-4
Cash 5
8-16-20-31-35

Sy AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

Sponsored by:

"The budget is fine now and
we've been cutting costs where
we can. Everything is going on
wbedute. but I Can foresee -us
having trouble in the fall."
Steve Zea, executive director
of the chamber, told board members Monday that one way to
handle a proposed shortfall is to
aggressively collect dues.

.Members of Murray-Calloway
County-Chamber -of Commerco'4
board of directors are taking a
close look at finances to try and
minimize a proposed shortfall of
funds later this year.
"1 can see us ,falling
S5,000-510,000 short in the fall,"
said Mike Pierce, board treasurer.

Shell

"We can get on top of the dues
-collection and we need to start
following it up," Zea said. "We
aren't throwing up a red flag or

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

saying we won't be able to par_
•
our bills.
"We can pay our expenses out
-of does collected this year for thenext year, which is what we have
done in the past," he said. "We need a shot of dollars through a
fundraiser or whatever."
- Pierce said he thinks the problem is that the chamber is not
- getting as many funds from duespaying members, ;got that the
chamber is •unable to keep
expenses d'own.

•
In other business, the board:
*Discussed a radio tower that
has been installed this week at
exit 27 en Intorstate 24.
I, which will be
pieta- 015n 1540 AM, will feature information mainly about
Murray State University and
community events," Zea said. "It
has taken two years to get this
together."
•Discussed plans for expansion
by the YMCA. .
"YMCA is planning to apply
'for a grant to construct another

facility," Zea said. "The ncw
facility will contain a wellness
component and a day care component. We will know about the
grant in October."
Zea said a survey will be sent
out to industries to see what the
existing daycare needs are.
"We know- daycare is needed
for the afternoon shifts," Zea
said. "Exisiting industries are
also wanting to get into managed
care, which is coming like a choo
choo train without a conductor.
That is a big issue now."
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said. "As far as we are con- tered on" Hopkinsville, Benton
cerned, the project is shelved." and Paducah.
Zea' told board members that
"As far as the House is conInterstate 69, which is a proposed cerned, the legislation is very
north/south corridor, is still very firm," Barlow said.
much alive.
Zea said plans are underway
"I want everyone to know that
the actual roads can end up 20 to for KY 94-80, which is the road
30 miles away from the locator from Cadiz to Mayfield.
"The right-of-way phase is
towns," Barlow said.
Barlow has been heavily criti- scheduled to begin in early 1996
cized by Murray and Mayfield and construction is anticipated in
residents because language in the 1998," Zea said. "We've been
legislation calls for 1-69 south- watching these projects with
ward to be "centered on" Hender- some interests because they are
son, Sturgis, Smithland, Paducah, important to Murray and Calloway County."
Ilardwell and Hickman.
Additional information also
from
addition,
Bowling
1-66
In
Green westward would be "cen- provided by the Associated Press.
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.marked ,for
housing
said.
Jones thanked local officials redevelopment.
Mayfield received $522,384 to
for their support., adding that
state government is pleased to be purchase and remove nine strucpart of the effort to improve the tures. Seven families will be
relocated.
quality of life for its citizens.
The second phase of a
Hardin officials do not know at
this point where the Water treat- McCracken County project was
ment plant will be located or funded with $1 million, which
when construction will begin. • will be used to repair 35 houig.
"We see to it that when a com- and buildings. Fifteen dilapidated
munity exercises its possibilities structures will be demolished, 11
and gets together to improve the families will be relocated and
quality of life, we work with you improvements will be made on
to make it happen," said Bruce drainage systems.
Finally, the City of Wickliffe
Ferguson, representing the Kentucky Department of State ana received $1 million to repair 34
buildings and demolish 11.
Local Government.
The money was actually
Jones passed out another more
than $2.5 million to three other obtained by Kentucky from fedwest Kentucky communities ear- eral appropriations.
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Steve 'Zea, executive director
of the Murray-Calloway Chamber
of Commerce, discussed the
study, as well as other road projects,,with members of the chamber's board of directors Monday
afternoon.
"According to the feasibility
study, the proposed interstate is
not economically feasible," Zea

one 16 a

20 Other
.21

FROM PAGE 1
"You got, it because you
deserve it," the governor said to
approximately 20 residents who
turned out to hear the announcement. "Your mayor and local
officials deserve great credit for
It.',
Jones said the grant will allow
the City of Hardin to install sewer, and water lines, and create
opportunities for its residents.
"Saving money at the state and
local level is the. way to get
money to help people do things
like we're doing today.
"It not only provides the residents with an ample supply of
clean, safe water, but also opens
up the possibility of residential
and economic growth," Jones

one 16b

1 7 Mortgage .ndebtedness and oblrgalrons .nde• ,aPitaii/kd
18 Ban!. s .1,1p.t.ty on acceptances e•eCulec: and ,tvanc
19 Sub0474,ed notes

•Hardin...

FROM PAGE 1

341

24

through 1 Ir

—Equipment and materials ic to it. You just have to get out
must be available to areas that and gei it done."
In Milwaukee, 125 garbage
need it the most.
"We also learned if we con- trucks can .be converted into
tinue to do the same things the snow-removal trucks with 12-foot
same way then we'll continue to plows at short notice, said Lorbeget the same. results," Kelly said.. ske, adding that city also has
"We,got to change the ways We 'more.than 200 pieces-. 'of snbw.
equipment and -has contracts with
do things.—
State highway engineer J.M. private, companies to assist in
"Mac" Yowell said it was diffi- snow removal.
A snowstorm in 1978-79
cult to get "people to understand
that we were doing all we could caught Milwaukee by surprise,
do with the resources.available." -and because of it more funds
were allocated for equipment, he
But he said there wasn't a fatal
said.
accident on the highways related
"We got creamed," Lorbeske
to the weather conditions.
said.
Among the speakers was David
Milwaukee is already $3.2 milLorbeske, superintendent of Sanilion
over its $5.3 budget for snow
tation Services ill Milwaukee,
who has had his share of snow- removal this year, Lorbeske said.
Dale Hettringer, county road
storms to contend in Wisconsin.
engineer
with Jefferson County
Lorbeske said Milwaukee had
its eighth worst winter in 1993-94 Public Works, said 25 of 35
trucks broke down because of the
with 82 inches of snow. He said
weather and it took eight days to
work crews had to plow roads
clear
all the roads.
eight times in January and FebruHe
said Jefferson County's
ary, covering 1,400 miles in
1994-95 snow removal budget is
12-18 hours and costing an aver$1.4 -million, seven times higher
age $847,000.
He didn't have any formula for than normal, and includes 10
clearing the roads except for trucks and 16 plows and spreadusing versatile equipment and ers that can be used on sanitation
(rucks.
staying ahead of the weather.
"I don't want to put my foot in
"All you ean -do is get out with
the salt trucks as soon as possi- my mouth, but we're almost
looking forward to having
ble," he said. "There is no mag- another snow," Hettinger said.
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FROM PAGE 1
Lucky. ...Snowfalls are not an
excuse. Shutting down for one
week is unheard of."A spokesman ftw- Humana Inc.
said it took until the end of
. March to procecc claims because
of the backlog 'created by' the
storm.
And a General Electric official
said the storm forced customers
to develop relationships with
competitors.
"The bottom line is that we've
got to stay open," Kuelpman
said. "The budget from snow
removal pales in comparison" to
business losses.
Some towns had up to 23
inches of snow, and that was on
top of four inches of ice. Most pf
the state's main roads were
closed because of treacherous
conditions. There were numerous
power outages.
State Transportation Secretary
Don C. Kelly said lessons from
the storm included:
—Governments didn't have
enough equipment or personnel
to clear the roads.
— Communication must
improve between the central and
district transportation offices.
—Equipment'should be ready
and field tested before the first..
snowfall.
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Hearings to focus on treasury contacts

1

meetings, perhaps, that should
WASHINGTON (All — The
not have happened, and discusClinton administration's ethics
sions of subjects that should not
were being placed under scrutiny
have been discussed."
in Congress today with the openHowever, Cutler noted
ing of Whitewater hearings into
how the president's aides repeatedly in telt, vision interviews that special counsel Robert
gathered information about a
Fiske found no evidence of crimipolitically sensitive federal investigation. The leadoff witness. nal wrongdoing, and that he had
White House counsel Lloyd Cut- found no violation of the ethics
standards established for White
ler, said before the session began
House employees.
-that he -would not recommend
"I think it is much more a
disciplinary action against
matter of tightening the White
anyone."
House procedures," Cutler said
Cutler, who conducted his own
on CBS, "so that sensitive issues
internal review of contacts
like a 'heads up'... (would) be
between White House and Treashandled directly by the counsel to
ury Department officials, said on
ABC that discussions about the - the president and the counsel for
the law enforcement agency."
politically-sensitive case included
"some regrettable incidents
"I do think ... that there were
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too many people involved in those_ contactu leaving out the
bulk of issues in. the Whitewater
those discussions, and that some
of those discussions should not affair, which are under investigation by Whitewater prosecutor
have occurred," Cutler added.
Robert Fiske.
planned
to
Republicans
But
Fiske already has ,concluded
challenge that and also to question whether the administration's that the White House-Treasury
explanations have been complete- contacts were not criminal.
ly forthcoming.
Presidential adviser George
"Public candor will be on Stephanopoulos said the -Whitetrial," said Rep. Jim Leach, rankwater controversy has been
ing Republican on- the House "overblown in, a lot of
Banking Committee, which was instances" and predicted the
holding the hearings.
hearings would show that there
Accounts of Whitewaterwas "a lot less to this than met •
related discussions between the the eye." Stephanopoulos'
White House and Treasury have remark came 'during an appearbeen seeping out over the past ance on CNN's "Larry King
five months.
Live."
The first congressional hear- — But Leach said in advance that
ings were limited in scope to during the hearings, "a pattern of

We own and offer

TVA
Tennessee Valley
Authority
Power Bonds

misleading the public .will develop." The congressman said the
chief cpiestion to be addressed
was whether the administration
intentionally misled.

_ 7.079%
due,07/15/03

A'reentral figure in the hearings:'Dcputy Treasury Secretary
Roger Altman, who is now under
fire, five months after disclosing
to Congress the first of more than
20 White House-Treasury
contacts.

• State and local tax free
• Aaa rated by Moody's &
AAA by Standard & Poor's
• Call protection through
7115/96.
• Government agency

Altman has altered his account
several times to disclose more
contacts.
tr•
Altman is the No. 2 Treasury
official, but until last March he
also was acting chief of the
Resolution Trust Corp.

- Call of Stop By Tbday •

Eric Penniston
520 Main St.
(Nattonal Hotel)
753-7401
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Rape law requires that victims tight back
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claimed they had no choice but to
PITTSBURGH (AP) — A
wciman who says she was saped submit,ant Duke said the Pennsylvini.. a Salvation Army Arida' is •
by'
not protected under Pennsylvania. a Supreme court has narrowly
law _becpse she didn't fight defined the rape law_ as requiring
victims to resist physical or psyhack, a prosecutor said.
District Attorney Charles J. chological force. And unless the
Duke had a judge dismiss the law is changed to include sex
woman's case Monday, citing the without consent, tie said, more
state Supreme Court's decision in rape cases will be dropped.
"I think' it's a tragic thing to
another case that a woman wasn't
raped because she didn't physi- do, to require physical resistance
in a rape case," Duke said.
cally resist her attacker.
In both cases, the women :"What police say, and wkat
repeatedly said "No" and everyone in rape cases says, is
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DNA hearing:

Promises to be a battle of experts
LOS ANGELES -(AP) — A
hearing to help decide whether
O.J. Simpson's lawyers can conduct their own DNA tests on the
prosecution's evidence is shaping
up as a duel between experts.
So. far, the circumstantial case
against Simpson in the killings of
his ex-wife and her friend largely
rests on blood found at the crime
scene and his estate.
_
Genetic fingerprinting tests
originally were scheduled for
today. But Simpson's lawyers
asked for an emergency hearing
out of fear that the tests could
consume the blood samples and
leave none for the defense.
Judge Lance Ito agreed Monday to delay the tests until Thursday to give a defense expert time
to get to the Maryland laboratory
where the tests will be conducted.
He also said the expert could
have the lab hold 10 percent of
the blood samples for possible.
testing later.
Ito said he would convene a
hearing in about two weeks at
which experts will educate him in
the exotic technology of DNA
testing.- Then he'll decide if the
defense gets a portion of the
samples.
DNA — deoxyribonucleic acid
— encodes each individual's
unique genetic makeup. Some
scientists call DNA testing the
greatest forensic breakthrough
since fingerprinting. Others argue
it is subject to contamination and
laboratory - error-- and- -cannot-hetrusted.
"Since I sense that this is the
critical physical evidence, I think
we need to be very clear on what
we're doing here," Ito said.
"The record is not complete
here. I do not have enough scientific evidence to make a ruling at
this point."
Monday's hearing was just the
beginning.
"You're going to see a toothand-nail fight over every point in
this case," Loyola University law
professor Laurie Levenson said.
"So far, the prosecution has got-
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that if you are in the situation of
being raped, don't resist. That
can only cause greater injury to
oneself."
A bill before the House Judiciary Committee would make it a
crime to have sex with someone
without their consent, said the
measure's sponsor, state Rep.
Karen Ritter.
"We recognize a problem with
the law," Said Janice MartinoGotschall, director of the state
District Attorneys Association.
"A woman may be terrified an

ten what they wanted. They get
to start their DNA testing."
And once the tests are completed, the court will presumably
have to take up the question of
whether the evidence is admissible, said Albert Scherr, a law
professor at Franklin -Pierce Law
Center in Concord, N.H., and an
authority on DNA evidence.
Because of the "imprecision of
the technology," Scherr said,
some states have accepted DNA
test results while others have not.
California courts also have differed on admitting DNA
evidence.
The California Supreme Court
is scheduled to hear arguments
Aug. 30 over whether to require
state courts to follow the U.S.
Supreme Court's new test for scientific evidence.
The high court's test, established in a 1993 ruling, says gen-

eral scientific acceptance is not
an absolute requirement, but is
one factor a judge can consider.
Other factors include whether the
method has been tested and
reviewed by other scientists, the
error rate and the existence of
operating standards.
Simpson,147, has pleaded innocent to murdefing Nicole Brown
Simpson and Ronald Goldman on
June 12.
During Monday's hearing,
Simpson wrote, notes on a yellow
pad and often conferred with
Johnnie Cochran Jr., the first
black lawyer to join his team.
Simpson turned to the courtroom audience and smiled during a break. As he left for his
'holding cell, a spectator yelled,
"Good luck," and Simpson
quietly replied, "Thank you."

may not
unable to resist, or
fig* -because . she fears she is
going to be killed."
Salvation Army Capt. Dana
Bentley, 32, was accused of pinning the 30-year-old woman to a
bed and ordering her to perform
oral sex during a clothing pick-up
at the charity4—parsonage in
Bradford:
The woman said she told him
"No," "Don't do that" and
"We can't do this," but couldn't
resist physically because she had
a serious badt injury and Bentley
outweighed her by 60 pounds.
Bentley was suspended with
pay from his job as the Salvation

• Rate expressed as mild to
maturity effects.* . 7/26,214
Market risk tea consideration
on investments sold rid to
maturity.

ArMy's director in Bradford,
about 80 miles•southr of Buffalo,

IRA 'Headquarters
"The defense was ready and
anxious to take this case to
trial," said his lawyer, Dennis
Luttenauer. "Dana Bentley
would have been found innocent
of all counts."
Duke said Bentley's case was
invalidated by the May 27 high
court ruling that cleared an East
Stroudsburg University student of
raping a fellow student. The court
said -there was no evidence that
the man used force. The woman
said she had been taught that
fighting back could get her killed.
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'Compare My Rates

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

On Group & Individual Health &
Medicare Supplements

Greg
McNutt

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Also *Life Insurance 'Home Care
and Nursing Home Coverage.

Purdom, Thurman &
McNutt Insurance

Holland Motor Sales
sc.
753-4461
East Main

407 Maple St. • 753-4451

HENRYCOUNITY
MC MEDICAL CENTER
is pleased to announce
Dirk Harnp, M.D.,Pediatrician,
has joined the medical staff.
4A,
HEM€ asks you -to join usIn welcoming Dr. Hamp,
who comes to HCMC
from Vanderbilt
University Malical
Center.
Dr. Hamp and Dr. Selby
comprise a team of
highly trained
Pediatricians, ensuring
that your child receives
the best possible care.

3

With a Woodmen
annuity, your dollars
earn tax-deferred
Interest at a
competitive rate. To
find out more about
Woodmen's
Tax-Deferred
Annuities, contact:

V
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• Choice of Mulching Deck options!
• Easy-to-operate foot-controlled hydrostatic
drive or gear
•Powerful Briggs & Stratton oHy
11101411111Lr
engine with twin cylinders available
•Tight 22" Turning Radius
• A size forvvery yard: from 12.5 to •AIRENTI
Ask pude/Air tor
16HP hydro drive
compkee *fads
and•hoe copy
• Covered by exclusive
of
TROY-LT
7. VW Warmly
7-Year Warranty!
• Whey yo.in dr Easy Payment re.obotg Marl plan there on.down payrrere for credit griddled crooden and the
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panicelar model at oar 209% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE arid coney SAVINGS OMR.A flame charge of
1 74% is imposed on the weber doily balance dunes each dandsly billing pened. Minimum monthly payment S2000 if
that mach n owed. No finance charred you pay de mane amoral within 25 days of your fix being emement Tema of
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Debra Selby. M.D.
Dirk Harnp,M.D.
405 Tyson Avenue,Suite B
Paris. TN 38242
001)644-2747
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A stepmother's prayer
In fairy tales, when a stepmother
comes forward to make a public
statement at a family gathering, it
means trouble. Guests cower; concerned relatives rush to shield children from the frightening sight. Inevitably there are accusations -- a
trembling, bony finger pointed at a
shocked assembly. The parting shot
is a spell that can be broken only by
magic words,a pair of seven-league
boots, a handsome prince with a
special sword who shows up at the
Last minute to save the darling
damsel.

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

Where there is no vision, the people pertsh."
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Support is appreciated
Dear Editor,
The July 15-16 fire that destroyed the Price Doyle fine.Arts Annex
has saddened many people. Since, 1945, thousands of elementary,
secondary and college students have attended classes, workshops,
festivals and other events in that portion of our Fine Arts Center. Many
thousands more have enjoyed concerts, exhibits and other special
presentations in the building. Many recall their first music festival or
speech event as being held in the facility.
Plans were complete and work had begun on a badly needed
renovation when the fire occurred. Fortunately, classes and events
scheduled in the annex had already been relocated for the 1994-1995
school year. Further,all furniture and equipment had been removed from
the facility in order for the renovation to commence.
Direct fire damage was limited to the annex. Smoke and water
infiltrated Lovett Auditorium and damaged that facility as well as the
storage and classroom space beneath it. Smoke also created a problem in
the newer portion of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center and some repair
and restoration must occur.
' My purpose in writing this leuer is to express gratitude and extend
praise. We are most grateful that no injury occurred during this
catastrophe. We are further grateful that most equipment had been
removed and that no classes or programs will be impaired during
renovation or rebuilding. We are overwhelmed by the outpouring of
support that has come from the campus,community and region from so
many faculty, students, staff, alumni and friends. Representatives from
regional institutions like ours have called to offer assistance.
The job that was done by the firefighting units and their leadership
was professional and effective. Campus public safety, facilities
• management, environmental safety and administrative units extended
themselves to great lengths to minimize the effect of the fire and support
our needs. Lay citizens have come forward to offer talent, expertise and
help.
State officials have been responsible in assessing the event and
communicating about necessary steps that need to be taken.
State-wide media have been helpful, cooperative and accurate in
reporting information as it became available. We have also appreciated
the patience as we sorted through the aftermath.
The planning and relocation that we had done for the renovation
assures that programs will not be affected this next year. We do hope that
resources will be available to enable either renovation or a new facility to
be built soon. The support of our friends and alumi is invaluable. With
your help, we'll move on to an even stronger tradition of excellence.
Gary T. Hunt, Dean
College of Fine Arts and Communication
Murray State University

Yet Andrew and Sondra have
decided to wed: to seek license from
the State; to brave blood-letting and
bureaucracy; to say it is not enough
to couple to be a couple. Some
things justfeel right after all, without being logical. We're notialking
algebra here.

Alexander
tiui
Tunecsecalwriniv
ns
‘

though. Stepparents do best when
they keep their own counsel. They
should never take sides in family
disputes that do not concern them,
nor take credit for achievements of
their spouse's children. And opinwhat
tale;
it's
But this isn't a fairy
itt.the last _decade_ ions, like breath mints, must always
we call "re,a1
of 'the 20th Century, where the be offered with utmost restaint and
"blended" family has taken the gentility.
place of the monogomous Cleavers.
So it is with some trepidation that
Today, stepparents are as common I respond to my stepson's request to
as crab grass or dandelions. They
write something special to be read at
spring up on the best of lawns with
his wedding. "Sondra and I would
such regularity that no one even really like that," he cajoles,and I can
mutters, "There goes the neighbor- tell by the way he says it, he means
hood" anymore.
it.
There are a few ground rules
Now I must rise to the occasion.

On September 24, the two will
stand before family and friends to
confess a longing for a life together
in spite of what they know about the
voyage that lies ahead. Better off
than most,their ship is well-stocked
for the journey, their instruments
gleaning • airirt_new, Fiser than
many, they realize that grief .is
tucked among their maps.

A poem for the bride and groom.
My mind is gray and empty as the
sky after a sleet storm. What wisdom do I have to share? A childless,
twice-wedded wife with scores of
much-married friends, I am a pro
when it comes to weddings, but at
marriage I'm still a rookie. .
"Why marry at all?" I could ask.
It's not like it used to be. An angry
father cradling a shotgun, a soldier
of to war, a woman without a man
unable to fend for herself in the
world. It is 1994, prime time for
Generation X. No one has to get
married anymore. Not unless they
want to.

I wish them patience, strength,.
and the hard-earned miracle of
enduring love. And also joy and
laughter. Most of all, on the darkest
nights, I pray they will remember to
look for a pale wafer of new moon to
guide them.
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Navy reunion planned

-

Dear Editor:
Our organization is comprised of men and women who served in the
United States Navy during World War II and were assigned to the
Sampson Naval Training Station or Hospital near Romulus, New York,
and honorably discharged.
Our Seventh Annual Reunion will be held at the Sampson State Park
(Former Sampson Naval Training Station) during Sept. 9th-lIth. All
personnel who were assigned to the Sampson facility at one time or
another during World War II are invited to attend.
Our main goal is to establish a memorial at the Sampson State Park in honor_to_those who _served there. There were 411,429 recruits plus
additional thousands assigned to the hospital, ships company, and
service schools.
William R. Russell, President
Sampson WW-2 Navy Veterans, Inc.
3916 Idumea Road
Corryton, TN 37721

Barlow defends roads
Dear Editor:
I am determined that in my years in Congress I am continually
working for achievement of completion of two four lane highways
traversing each of our counties in the Purchase and new four lane
bridges between Aurora and Canton,to better serve the needs of our
people and our growing economy. We will make major progress
toward this goal in each and every year.
Tom Barlow
Congress of the United States
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
July I4-The Athens (Ohio) Messenger on Clinton-Haiti:
Former President Dwight Eisenhower had a classic rejoinder for his
overeager aides whenever they recommended that he take a perilous
decision. Boys, he said, let's not be in such a hurry to make our
mistakes.
Bill Clinton would do well td rwember Ike's -sound advice before
doing anything rash in Haiti.
That the impoverished nation has become a festering sore in our
sphere of influence is undeniable. And unless the United States takes
the lead in coming to Haiti's rescue, the desperate situation there,
which is causing thousands of boat people to flee to U.S. shores, is
only going to worsen.
The trick, however, is for the United States to intervene in a manner
consistent with our national interest and that of the Haitian people we
are trying to help.
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Planted glove is fertile field
This week's Simpson watch begins with a thrilling media balloon
being floated by the defense team:
0.J. is being framed by a racist,
-p-sYthn-deltefive.
It popped up in the New Yorker
and Newsweek magazines and was
promptly embraced by CNN,Larry
King and countless talk shows as a
"stunning new development." The
usual expert lawyers rushed to the
TV studios to praise Simpson's
attorneys for the brilliance of this
strategic move.
The frame-up theory goes this
way:
One of the Los Angeles detectives found not one, but two bloody
gloves, at the murder scene.
Detective Mark Fuhrman somehow pilfered one of the gloves.
When he got to Simpson's home,he
used it to dab that incriminating
blood ' spot on Simpson's white
Bronco. Then he illegally climbed
over Simpson's wall and planted the
glove on the grounds and pretended
to discover it there.
Why did he do it? Because he
wanted to be hailed as a hero, the
alert cop who found the key clue.
And he is a racist.
The evidence of his racism is
supposed to be a psychological
disorder he experienced 10 years
ago, during which he admitted to
shrinks that he had a violent nature
and disliked minorities.
A real shocker. Who ever heard
of a big-city cop having psychological problems, a -violent nature and
even one bigoted brain cell in his
noggin?
Actually, the frame-up theory
isn't original or new. Before the
magazines, carried it, a couple of
pro-Simpson readers told me the
same thing.
"Everyb9dy knows the L.A. cops
are dirty mists," wrote a Chicago
man. "And O.J. wouldn't be stupid

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
enough to kill his wife and that guy
and then take the bloody glove
home with him, would he? No, the
cops put it there to railroad him.
Check it out!"
Unfortunately, I was unable to
check it out. Nor could the New
Yorker or Newsweek check it out,
but it gave them a good yarn.
A woman in Gary, Ind. wrote:
"You are like everybody else who
wants to bring O.J. down. You
believe anything the4461ice say.
Well, take it from me,One of those
cops planted the glove and all that
other evidence. It happens all the
time."
Actually, what happens all the
time in cases of wives or ex-wives
being murdered is that the cops
quickly find that the husband did it,
or the ex-husband,or the boyfriend,
or the ex-boyfriend. And they don't
have to plant a bloody glove to
prove the case
A friend i'ho prowls computer

jabber groups says the plantedglove theory is very popular among
amateur cybersnoops.
It does have a certain appeal,
especially if you view the Simpson
case as Mystery Theater entertainment, which much of the country
does.
You can almost see it as the
brilliant twist at the end of a movie
script - a flashback to the pshcho
cop sneaking through the night to
drop the bloody glove that will
ger
.
,nn the innocent man to Death
Mow.
It would make an even more
stunning ending if the cop himself
turned out to be the killer.
But the planted-glove theory
doesn't explain other strange eftments in the case that should be
making Simpson and his lawyers
nervous.
There is still the limo driver, who
says he saw a big black person
entering Simpson's house at the time

Just drop us a line ...
Re en in resident are welcome and encouraged to express -their —
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
be more- than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublespaced if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Simpson was already supposd to be
inside waiting for the driver to take
him to the airport.
And it doesn't explain why the
limo *iv& didnY see the white.
BroncoVarketl near the house when
he arrived, although Simpson says
he was home at the time, napping
while waiting for the driver.
Also, it doesn't tell us why
"Kato," the professional house
guest,told the police he heard a loud
thumping noise on his wall, which
led the cops to investigate and find
the glove.
If this is a frame-up, what's in it
for the limo driver and the faithful
Kato? Who told them to lie, and
why? Could it be that other • car
rental companies hatched the whole
thing to descredit Hertz? Many a
movie and TV show has told us how
ruthless those big corporations can
be.
A tip-off to this would be if Kato,
an aspiring actor, Suddenly lands a
big TV role in a series sponsored by
one of the rival car rental companies. Or if the limo driver lands a top
executive job. That would be very,
very suspicious.
Of course, none of these things
has happened yet. And we don't
know if they will. So until they do,
they are nothing but the ravings of a
deranged columnist.
Just as we don't know if that
deteclixe planted the glove, since
there ts no evidence that he did,
other than the rantings of unnamed
defense lawyers who floated their
ideas to a couple of magazines.
But stay tuned, because who
knows what CNN and Larry King
will bring us next?
Remember, Jack the Ripper was
never caught. And if he is still alive,
how old would he be? You never
know.
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Exhibition opens here
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-111 present her
ha T. Waddell W
baccalaureate exhibition entitled
"Loose Painting," from Wednesday. July 27, through Friday.
Augi 5, in the upper level of the
Eagle Gallery in the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center. Waddell is a
bachelor of fine arts degree candidate with an emphasis in
painting.
-Loose Painting" is comprised
•otwatercolor paintings in which
Waddell explores the personality
.of her model and the relationship
that develops between artist and
model during the process of
painting. She begins the process
with a series of sketches of the
model, then begins painting very
loosely, exploiting the transpa-

Civitans have booth at Fair
Murray Civitan Club "will operate its food concession booth at
Murray-Calloway County Fair each evening and'on special mornings.
The procees will be used to assist the local W.A.T.C.H,(work activities training center for the handicapped) Center, Murray.

Voter Registration Booth at fair
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The Calloway County Republican Party will have a Voter Registration Booth at the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair, July 26-30, to
register voters of all parties."We invite all citizens who are not registered to register and take an interest in their patriotic duty," said Max'
T. Canady, County Republican Party Chairman.

Claire Benton reception Thursday
Claire
-1- Murray-State University Depattment of Athletics will honor
2 to A
from
28,
July
Thursday,
on
reception
retirement
Benton with a
pm. in the Dance Lounge of Curris Center, MSU. A recognition ceremony for her 25 years of service to MSU will be at 3 p.m. The public
is invited to attend.
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Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, July 28, at 7:30 p.m. in
the board room at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group
comprised of those who have lost an infant, child, or young adult
through accident,' illness, sudden infant death syndrome,(SIDS), stillbirths, or miscarriages. "You will have contact with people who listen
and who offer supper," said Mike Rumble, Pastoral Care. For more
information call Rumble at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett, chapter leader,
498-8324.

_Pet Therapy planned Thursday

Pet Therapy will be Thursday, July 28, at 2 p.m. at Calloway County Public Library. All members of PAWS (pets are wonderful society)
and other interested persons are invited.

Hospital Retirees will meet Saturday
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Saturday, July 30, at 10 a.m. for a breakfast-brunch
meeting at Shoney's Restaurant. This is a monthly social event for all
those retirees and former employees. For information call Nancy
McClure at 492-8640 or Lottie Brandon at 753-35.17.

Need Line needs pantry items
Need Line is in need of some new items to help prepare food sacks
for clients. Kathie Gentry, executive director, said items needed
include dry beans, tuna, instant potatoes, rice and powered milk.
These may be taken to the Need Line office on lower floor of Weaks
Community Center from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
For information call 753-NEED.

McDaniel Cemetery needs donations
McDaniel Cemetery, located east of Almo, had its annual homecoming recently. Persons who were unable to attend may send their
donations for the upkeep of the cemetery to Howard Coy, Rt. 1, Almo,
or Patricia Lassiter, Rt. 1, Dexter.
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planned at Mayfield
Festival
•

sponsored by
The Second Annual Antiques and Folk Art Festival,
17. ApplicaSept.
Saturday,
be
will
Commission,
Tourism
Mayfield
College St.,
East
201
Center,
tions are available at the Commerce
more inforFor
each.
$25
be
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a
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Compassionate Friends on Thursday
4

489-2403.

;

,Brewers school reunion planned
A reunion for all who attended Brewers School will be Saturday,
Sept, 3, beginning at 5 p.m. at Marshall County High School. A
eaterred barbecue meal at a cost of $6.50 per person will be served at
6 p.m. Reservations may be made by mailing your check or money
order by Thursday, Aug. 25, to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Morgan,'Mr. and
Mrs. J.D. Usrey, or Mrs. Sue Conner, all ofRt. 1, Brewers Hwy, Benton, pr Joe B. Mathis, 1898 Murray Hwy., Benton. For more information call 1-502-354-6430 or 1-502-527-8462.
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rency of the medium by building
up many washes.
Waddell is the daughter of
Dcidre M. Ellis of Louisville.
While a student in the art department at Murray State, she participated in student art exhibits and
served as assistant during the
Summer High School Art
Workshop.
There is no reception planned
for "Loose Painting," but -the
public is encouraged to view the
exhibition. The Gallery is open
weekdays only between the hours
of 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. during the
summer season.
For more information contact
gallery director Albert Sperath at
762-6734.

Lisa Melanie LOpin and
James William Phillips Jr. to r77,-Irly

Tuesday, July 26
Murray-Calloway - County Jaycee Fair
events -include Carnival open/6 p.m;
Rodeo/8 p.m./et Fairgrounds.
Calloway County Middle School SiteBased .COuncili5 p.m./school library.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
,Woman's Club House.
Youth Explosion/5:30 p.m./Hardin.
Baptist Church.
Ledbetter Baptist Church Bible
Schoo1/6.30 p.m.
Kirksey Baptist Church Bible
School.'6 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
include Vacation Bible School/6 p.m.;
First Place/7 p.m.
Alzheimer's Disease Support
Group/4:30 p.m./board room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Ladies' Night Out/6 p.m./Murray
Country Club.
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291
and Ladies Auxiliary/7 p.m./National
Guard Armory.
Singles Organizational Society
iSOS:7 .p.m./Chamber of Commerce
Centre. Infor/Jeanne, 753-0224, or,
Linda. 437-4414.'
Bingo/7 'p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Hardin TOPS Chapter 4495 at 7 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club Kentucky #34
meeting/7 p.m./First Presbyterian
Church, Info/759-9964.
Coffee Break at Martin's Chapel
..inited Methodist Church/9:30 a.m.
Parents Anonymous/6 p2m.
Info/753-0082.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Eva Wall Mission Group/2
p.m.: First Place Class/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Parents' Day OuV9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
nclude Weigh to Win/6:30
o m /Gleason Hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting'8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 1.30 to 4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
pm. Info/762-3383.
RI 3Land Between the Lakes events
" ,rewart.
include Eagles Up close/2 p.m., Red
Eeach.
Wolves/Coyotes/3 p.m./Woodlands
Nature Center: Planetarium show/11
a m.. 1, 2 and 3 p.m./Golden Pond
Visitor Center. lnfo/1-502-924-5602.

Lopin Phillips weddin
vows to be said Aug.
Lisa Melanie Lopin and James. William Phill.i4A
Sunday, Aug. 7, in Costa Mesa, Calif.
i
Ms. Lopin is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ton Beach, Calif.
Mr. Phillips is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J,, ‘‘, ii•
Murray. He, is the grandson of Leon J. Phillip. ui
Phillips of Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs. 11.1h
Clemens, Mich.
The bride-elect graduated in 1986 from
Bachelor of Arts degree in Internbtional Relautort•
Doctor degree- from the University of San Dic:T The groom-elect, A 1984 graduate of Murray 111,- '.
his Bachelor's degree in Electrical EngineerTq
versity, Nashville, Tenn.
After four years as an Officer in the United Stii,•
serving during the war in the Persian Gulf, Mr. 111111,T
ter's degree in Electrical Engineering from the Uttfvcr,:t.,
and is presently working on his doctorate in Iliornedl
at the University of Southern California.
Following a honeymoon trip through Canada, the
their home in southern California where the bride•ell'
the practice of law with the firm of Davis, SOW:,
Goldberg in Costa Mesa, and the groom -elect v.+ ..
the University of Southern California.

HOSPITAL REPORT
Two newborn admissions, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday, July 21, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Olazabal baby girl, parents, Alma
and victor, 1410 Poplar St., Murray;
McReynolds baby boy, parents,
Amelia and James, P.O. Box 125,
Gracey.
Dismissals
Mrs. _Melinda Mathis and baby girl.
P.O. Box 1212, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Brenda Rhodes and baby boy, Rt. 1.
Box 153, Farmington;
London Manar, Rt. 3, Box 178-9,
Mayfield; Miss Monica Lynn McGehee.
Rt. 2, Box 18, Hazel; Charlet D. Rodgers, 2565 Husbands Rd., Paducah;
Mrs. Mechele R. Thomas and baby
girl, 1809 Old Calvert Rd., Calvert
City; George E. Hargrove, 1210 Peggy
Ann Dr., Murray; Miss Lala L. Cain.
901 Olive St., Murray:
Robert Garner, Rt. 1. Box 180,

Box 293, It.'Jr3982 Dafili,nFla Ex
Werrie: A.
•

•

Wednesday, July 27
Murray-Calloway County Fair events
include Cattle Show/9 a.m . Carnival
open/6
p.m.:
Rodeo/8
p.m./Fairgrounds.
Youth Explosion/5.30 p.m 'Hardin
Baptist Church. .
Ledbetter Baptist Church Bible-Schoo1/6:30 p.m.
Calloway County Puplic Library will
NOT have Parents and Twos and •
Story Hour
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Ellis 'Center,
Murray/8:30-11 a.m.
Ladies Golf/9 a.m./Murray Country
Club.
Ladies Bridge and Golf/9 a.m./Oaks ,
Country Club.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m/for
senior citizens' activities.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
University Church of Christ events
include Bible Classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Bible classes/7 p.m
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6-30
-Grace Baptist Church events include
Awana Club, Youth Bible Study and
Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include prayer service/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer/10
a.m.; Vacation Bible School and Turner Covenant Prayer/6 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Prayer Service/7 p.m.; Choir
rehearsal/8 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.

--Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study/7 p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater. Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center/prayer and
praise/7 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GA5/6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events include
Ladies' Bible Study/10 a.m.; -Library
open/6:15 p.m., Children's Super
Summer Studies and Youth Bible
Studies/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:45 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Brainstorming session for fall CFF
program/7 p.m.
Murray.
Alcoholics Anonymous open
the
.following
. Immediately
meeting/14- a.m./Amerisanceremony, a reception will be Building, South Sixth and Maple
held at Glendale Road Church of Streets.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
Christ.
8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and 130
open
All relatives and friends are
to 4:30 p.m. Admission free.
inv,ited to attend the wedding and
Land Between the Lakes events
the reception.
include Deer Up Close/10 a.m., Hummers Galore/1 p.m., Eagles Up
Close/2 p.m., Red Wolves/Coyotes/3
p.m./Woodlands Nature Center, Planetarium Show/11 a.m.. 1, 2 and 3
p.m./Golden Pond Visitcrr---Center.
Info/1-502-924-5602.
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High Fashion Photography
Is Coming To Murray!

TWO WEEKENDS ONLY!

I DO!I DO!

•
A Play About Marriage
Book & Lyrics by Tom Jones • Music by Harvey Schmidt
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July 22-24 & 29-31
Fri. & Sat. at 8 p.m. / Sun. at 2 p.m.
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- Adults $7- --Unions $6- Student& - 85-Don't Miss This Delightful Musical!
FREE TICKETS For Those.Married 50 or More Years.
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Call (502) 759-1752
For Reservations

Come. get a complete makeover by a
professional makeup artist, a new hairstyle and a high fashion photo shoot.

We are pleased to announce
that Kimberly.Darnell, brideelect of Chris Scott, has made
her domestic and house selections through our bridal registry.
Kimberly and Chris will be
Anarcied_Augiutt 211

We're bringing our cameras & crew to:

DAYS INN
Saturday, August-8th

\VAL-MART

To Make Your Appointment
Call Melissa

Hwy. 641 North
Murray -1 -ply
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J.P. jams
in Russia

Brothers in arms
Martinez brothers keep
Expos, Dodgers in first
-**

Murray's Parker
leads Athletes
on Moscow tour

ing San Francisco, giving up only
By BEN WALKER
four hits in eight innings. StrawAP Baseball Writer
berry went.0-for-4 as the host
At this rate, Ramon and Pedro
Giants lost for just the third time
Martinez might see each other yet
in 13 games.
again this season.
The Dodgers stopped their
The brothers took turns pitchlongest losing streak of the seaing their teams to bigger leads son at five and increased their
Monday night, Ramon leading
lead in the NL West to 21,4
the. Los Angeles Dodgers over games over San Francisco. They
,
San .Francisco 10-5.and Pedro
_lead Colorado by two games._
helping the Montreal Expos beat
Pedro (8-5) left in the seventh
Atlanta 6-4.
inning with Mqntreal trailing by a
Pedro and Ramon talked Sun- run, but the Expos rallied to win
day when the Dodgers were in _ and extend their lead to 2'A
Montreal. That was the last time games over Atlanta in the NL
their teams are scheduled to meet East.
this year, although a playoff
In another game with first
matchup is still a possibility.
place at stake, Cincinnati topped
"We pumped each other up," 'Houston 7-4 and increased its
Ramon said. "I told him good edge in the NL Central to two
luck. You know, they're doing games over the Astros.
very good.. They are in first
Strawberry faced the Dodgers
place. We are in first place, too. for the first time since they
_ "It would be something if we released him May 25. He greeted
- 1aceeatii Other again. They have'
. Los Angeles manager Tom
a great team. They're winning Lasorda — who had made critical
and you never know." _
remarks about Strawberry — with
Ramon (9-7) collared Darryl a handshake and hug before the
Strawberry and cooled off streak- game.

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor

Hamelin's shot gives
Royals 12-inning win
KANSAS CITY-, Mo. (AP) —
It's probably not too early to start
saying Bob Hamelin is a leading
contender for Rookie of the Year
honors.
Hamelin hit a towering, threerun homer in the bottom of the
his
12th inning Monday night
20th home run of the season —
to give the Kansas City Royals a
6-4 victory over the Chicago
White Sox.
"I was just trying to get the
run in from third and got a pitch I
could drive," said Hamelin,
whose shot off Roberto Hernandez (3-4) just cleated the
"
410-foot mark in centerfield.

It scored Dave Henderson and
Wally Joyner, who had lined
back-to-back one-out singles
before Hamelin came up and hit
his third homer in his last three
games.
"It's a great feeling to leave
the other team out on the field,"
said Hamelin, who beat Boston
2-1 with a ninth-inning homer
earlier in the season. "I was
looking for a fast ball because
he's got a good one. It doesn't
get any better than this." .
Pichardo (4-3) got
the win despite giving up a run in
the top of the 12th on Tim
Raines' two-out single.

.
•

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

HEADS-UP PLAY: Murray High School soccer players went through heading drills and other facets of
the game at a practice session Monday night at Culchin Field. The Tigers open the 1994 soccer season
Aug. 23 at St. Mary.

Other than the referees, the jam
sandwiches, cold water and wrestling with bigger women, Jennifer
Parker's tour of Russia was a
Cornplete and total suceen: •
"It was just awesome,"' said
Parker, who spent three weeks in
Moscow with the Athletes in
Action team. "You can hardly
explain all the things I saw."
It didn't hurt that when she
wasn't strolling through Red
Square or visiting children's hospitals, she was throwing in 16
points per game to lead AIA in
scoring.
"I was sort of surprised,
because I thought the heighth factor would hinder me," said the
5-foot-6 Murray High graduate.
"But, really it wasn't too bad. It
was just great playing with players this good."
Parker joined U.S. collegiate
players from James Madison,
Kansas, Michigan State and
Hawaii on the AIA team, which
first met in Milwaukee, Wis. on
June 10 for nine days of practice.
"One team we played had
women who were 25- and
35-years-old and had played
together their whole lives," said
Parker. "Even the ones that were
our age had played together since
they were little."
Parker, who averaged 21.9
points per game last year as a
senior for the Murray State
women, had a single-game high
of 22 for AIA, which finished the
tour 6-5.
Those are normal numbers for
Parker, and even though she
loved -Moscow, the trip was anything but normal.
"I didn't get homesick, but I
missed the food," said Parker, a
III See Page 7'

'Breds sign eight recruits for next season
Staff ReportMurray Ledger & Times
The Murray State Thoroughbreds have added
eight new recruits for the 1995 season.
Murray State coach Mike Thieke's recruiting
_class includes four from Kentucky.
"We're making a concentrated effort to attract
local talent," Thieke said. "We feel there are a lot
of great baseball players right here in western
Kentucky, and we're going to be a program that
can compete in the OVC, but can also compete on
the national level. We want to keep those players

give -the.--:-Breds-- added mound depth.
"We feel that our pitching staff will be deeper
and stronger next year," Thicke said. "We're hoping that one of our newcomers or one of our returnees.can put togetner the type of season that Marcus Logan had for us last year."
The Thoroughbreds, who lost three inhalers
from last-year's'team, signed-four. Shortstop Craig- Delk of Franklin-Simpson High School is
expected to compete for a starting spot, while Matt
Fletcher, a transfer from Paducah Community College and Western Kentucky University, is a

right here in western Kentucky."
Murray State bolstered its pitching staff with
four transfers, three from highly-regarded junior
college programs.
A pair of pitchers from Three Rivers College in
Poplar Bluff, Mo., lefthander Aaron Rider and
righthander Jamie Johnson, are expected to compete for starting spots, while Jason Roof, a product
of St. Mary High School in Paducah and Paducah
Community College and Scott Buchanan, a transfer from Southeastern Illinois Community College
and a native of Morganfield are also expected to

power-hitting first baseman who is expected to
help replace 1994 OVC Player of the Year Matt
Culp, who was drafted by the Cleveland Indians.
Jeff Norvell, a transfer from Kansas State and a
native of Manhattan, Kan., will add depth on the
infield while freshman Ian Suchomel, a freshman
from Naples, Fla., is expected to add depth at sec--orid -and short.—
— = - - The Thoroughbreds were 24-25 overall in 1994,
Thieke's first year as head coach, finishing 10-8 in
III See Page 7

LOCAL BASEBALL

Dream Team II to start
exhibition play tonight
CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP) — Don Nelson will open with a short
lineup when Dream Team U plays its first international exhibitiontonight against the German National Team.
To no one's surpd,se, Larry Johnson and Alonzo Mourning of the
Charlotte Hornets- 'are among the starting five for the U.S. team.
"I'm not stupid," Nelson said Monday, laughing about his
selection of the hometown players for the exhibition game at Charlotte Coliseum. "I know where we're playing."
Nelson's lineup includes the 6-foot-7 Johnson and 6-10 Mourning, along with 6-1 Kevin Johnson, 6-7 Reggie Miller and 6-6 Dan
Majerle.
Dominique Wilkins, who's never played by international rules
before, says he's not worried about the trapezoidal free-throw lane
nor the quick style of play.
"We're ready for it," said Wilkins, who should get a lot of playing time despite nursing an ankle injury. "Our goal is to go out
there and just kick butt."

TIRES-•TIRES•anRES
Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
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The Murray Colt League AllStars saw their season come to
an end Sunday at the sectional
tournament in Evansville, dropping a pair of games to the
Evansville Junior Black Sox
squad.
The first game was a see-saw
battle. Murray Went up 1-0 in
the second before Evansville
took a 5-3 lead in the third
frame. Murray tied the game at
5-5 in the fifth and took a 7-5
advantage in the sixth, but
Evansville came back with

;

SalleVera d
v
Par 3 Golf
& Sports Center

Murray went up 1-0 in the
first inning as McKee! walked.
Stone got a base hit, Arnett
reached first on an error and
Carper walked to score
MckM.
Murray added three runs in
the second. Paul Lamb and
McKeel singled and S,tone
walked to load the bases, and
Lamb scored when Arnett was
hit by a pitch. Morton then
singled to drive in two more
runs.
Murray finished their scoring
II See

-
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hits in six innings of work
before giving way to Josh
- McKeel. Murray's lone run in the second, game came in the first
inning off a single by Sam
Arnett. Ray Stone was the losing pitcher as Evansville collected 12 hits off Murray pitchers Stone, McKeel and ArneU.
Arnett led Murray's hitting
attack with two. singles while
Mcloan, Stone and Garner had
onc. hit apiece.
On Saturday, Murray downed
Pennyrile 8-4 to win the Kentucky state championship.

$3 00

0 Holes
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three runs in the seventh for the
8-7 final score.
Murray placed runners on
second and Ord with no oirs in
the bottom of the seventh, but
was unable to push any runs
across.
Justin Morton had two singles and a double for Murray,
Kerry Colson had three singles,
Shane Garner had a double and
single, McKeel doubled and
Ray „Stone, Sam Arnett, Poynor,
Adam Mcloan and Micah Baz/ell all singled.
John David Poynor was the
losing pitcher, giving up eight

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
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More than 18,000 registered for state games
Registrations for the 1994 Bluegrass State Games are still coming in, but already about 18,442 Kentuckians from 108 Kentucky
counties have signed up for the various sports.
Registered to compete from Calloway County are'Wayne Bell,
Danny Chadwick, Michael Earwood and Courtney McCoy.
The 10th annual games will be July 29-31 in Lexington.
The games will feature 25 sports,this.-year, including a new open
soccer division and a new youth. three-on-three basketball.
To date, the largest team sport registration is softball, with 378
teams (6,048 persons). Soccer is the second largest with 266 teams
(4,788 participants). Volleyball has 164 teams (1.312 participants)
and basketball has 122, teams (610 participants).
In the individual events, the largest registration so far is track
and field with 831 followed by gymnastics with 531. Other sports
with over 100 participants are: tennis, 474; swimming, 339; karate,
284; equestrian, 213; bowling, 161; arcjeery, 136; shooting, 118;
golf, 106; wrestling, 103; and racquetball, 101.
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Dominique's signing ends Parish's career
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BOSTON (AP) — Boston's signing of free agent forward Dominique Wilkins on Friday ended center Robert Parish's 14-year
career with the Celtics. .
The Celtics,_ who used the 40-year-old,Parish's $2,8 million sal-.:
ary*cap slot timign.Wilkins, are barrell from re-sigAing him for one
year.
Meanwhile, M.L. Carr, the team's director of basketball operations, said he told Chicago Bulls vice president Jerry Krause he'd
like permission to talk with Michael Jordan.
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Schrempf gets five-year deal from Sonics
SEATTLE (AP) — Free agent forward Detlef Schrempf signed a
live-year contract with the Seattle SuperSonics for ,a reported $20
million.
Schrempf, 31, averaged 15.0 points and 5.6 rebounds in 81
games for the Sonics last season. Seattle acquired him from Indiana
on Nov. 1 for Derrick McKey and Gerald Paddio.
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"This is a night I'll remember
for quite a while," he aid.
The rookie has hit safely in his
last 11 starts while batting .514
(19-for-37). His five hits in one

game tied a club record reached
22 times, the last by Howard
Johnson in 1988.
"It's a nice combination
(defense and offense)" Metsmanager Dallas Green said of
Brogna, who came up in the
Detroit organization before being
traded to New York earlier this
season for Alan Zinter.
"In the National League you
don't have the DH, and if you
want to play you have to play.
defense. He's. proven he can do
that and he's proven he can hit
the fastball. He's got a chance to
stay."

in the fourth inning with four
more runs off singles by Colson, Poynor, Micah Bazzell,
Lamb, McKee' and Stone.
Poynor was the winning
pitcher in three innings of work,
giving up no hits, walking two

and striking out three. Stone got
the last out in the sixth inning
with a bases-loaded strikeout.
In the seventh, he gave up three
runs on three walks and two
hits before McKeel came in and
struck out the last two batters
with the bases loaded to save
the win for Poynor.
_
--
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FROM PAGE 6
two-time _A11-Ohio Valley Conference selection. "I lived on
bread and jelly. And, we didn't
have hot water."
Though the Russian players
were gracious and Courteous off
the hardwood, their temperaments
changed on the court.
So did the officials'.
"If we. were ahead the refs
would start calling traveling on a
fast break to get the Russians

back in the game," said Parker. "I
hate to say it, but we were playing against the refs,,too. "It was like.wrestling."
Now, Parker will finish up her
secondary education degree at
MSU and then look for a high
school coaching job in the fall of
1995.
"I'd like to help oulat Murray
High if I can," said Parker. "I'm
going to get into the coaching
deal now, and give playing a
rest."

•
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53 Channel 54

David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

739-1835

36 Month Financing
On All

MAZDA&
Through August 2

Sponsored By:

4.75% APR an 36-month terms available through Mazda American Credit Dealer participation
required. Program available through participating Mazda dealers from July 22. 1994 to midnight
on August 2. 1994. Program does not apply to leallea 36 monthly payments of$29 86 per 81,000
based on 4.75% APR Must take retail delivery from dealer stock by midnight August 2, 1994
Maximum amount ftnanced Is MSRP plus tax. dole and registration

CARROLL MAZDA

753-8850

800 Chestnut St.
National League

MAJOR LEAGUES'

East DeVie'°
Wn
L Pct. GB
American Lawn
Montreal
61
37
622
All Times CDT
Atlanta
59 40
596 TA
East Division
48 52
4130 14
W
L Pet. GB
46 52
469 15
New York
60 36 .625 —
45 54
FNPItle*o'nladdaVaY°6:ia
455 16%
Baltimore
54 41 .568 S'A
Central Division
Boston
47 50 .485 13'A
W
L Pet. GB
Toronto'
47 50 .485 13A
nati
56 40
Detroit
43 55 .439 18
Houston57 43 .570 2
Central Division
Pittsburgh
47
51 .480 11
W
L Pet. GB
St Louis
46 52
474 12
Chicago
59 39 .602 —
Chicago
13
54
.443 142.
Cleveland
56 39 .589 11'.
West Division
Kansas City
52 47 .525 TA
W . L Pet. GB
kAritiesola
46 52 .469 13
Los Angeles
• 49 50 .495 —
MN•aukse
45 53 .459 14
Colorado
48
53 .475 2
West Division
San Francisco
47 53
470 2'4
• L Pct. GB
„San Diego
186 11
Texas
47 52 .475
Monday's Genies
4,62
Oakland
44 . 54 .449
PNIadelphia 8. Florida
,
Caltorrsa
42 58 .420 55- •
Pittsburgh 6, Chicago 2
40 56 .417
_$ssiMi.111
• Cincinnati 7, Houston 4
Monday's Games
Montreal 6. Atlanta 4
Kansas City 6, Chicago 4. 12 Innings
New York 7, St Louis 1
Texas 7, Minnesota 4
Los Angelo 10, San Francisco 5
Only games scheduled
Colorado 4, San Diego 3
• Tuesday's Games
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland (Lopez 0-0) at Baltimore (McDonad
Los Angeles (Hershiser 5-4) at San Francisco
11-6), 1215 p.m.
(Vanlandingham 5-13 305 pM.
Cleveland (Martinez 9-5)a1 Baltimore(NNW 3-2).
Philadelphia (West 4-8) at Flonda'(Hough 5-9),
6.35 p.m.
635 p.m
Boston (Nabbolz 2,3) at New UN (Key 15-2405
• Chicago (Yourig 4-6) at Pittsburgh (Z.Smith 9-8),.:
pm
6 35 p m
Seattle (Converse 0-2) at Detroit (Welk 1-6), 605
HOust0f1 (HarNsch 7-4) at Cincinnati (Rip 9-4),
pm
6 15 p m
kekvaukee(Bones 9-7) at Toronto (Guzman 10-9),
Montreal (Henry 7-2) at Atlanta (Madden l3-5),
6 35 p.m,
'640 pn,.
Chicago (Alvarez 11-5) at Kansas-131y (- Gordon
4 kkiw York (Castillo 0-0) at Si Louis (Palacios 2-7),
9-6), 705 p.m.
7 35 p m.
Mnner.ota (Deshaies 5-10) at Texas (Brown 7-8),
Colorado (Thompson 0-0) at San Diego (Sanders
7.35 p.m.
3-7). 905 p m
Oakland (Ontiveros 5-3) at Calitornia (Finley 74).
905 pm.

* AMERICA'S PLACE TO SAVE *
1 97Ea.
WASP
NOANET
LEA

Insect Killers
Ant & Roach Killer, Home Fogger,
Fbsing Insect, Wasp & Hornet Killer
Non-staining, lasts up to 4 weeks

7

72672. 73. 75. 76

.8

32 Gallon
Garbage Can
Sturdy plastic can with snap-lock
cover to secure garbage. Red or
brown. 71102. fI2

1396

Channel 55

Channel 56

ESP N2

20" Box Fan

Channel 57

3 speed portable fan provides maximum cooling comfort Grey with
white trim. 631151

W

e've taken advantage of the latest in
technology to bring you more channels, more
choices and more control. All at a special
savings with our new TV MARQUEE
Package with five new "a la carte"channels.They
are all here, just waiting for you!

scoring

REPUBLIC
I3dIIk

753-5005

•

1 99

Tkrilltt.ItTIC•

Turns lights on and off at up to 4
slightly different times each day.
86729

HURRY."4'HILE SUPPLIES LAST!

SUPPLY COMPANY

Monday-Friday
8:30 a.m.-II p.m.

208 E. Main
'\\
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LESS
REBATE

See your Helpful Hardware Man at:

HURRAY CAILEVISION

•

YOU
PAY

Variable Event
Timer

Order Now Thru July 31st and
Get All 5 For $1.99/Month
_Through the End of the Year!!
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4.75% APR

OREBOARD

LOOK WHAT
JUST ARRIVED
AT MURRAY
CABLEVISION!
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SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

n 1994,
10-8 in

.
U

753-4748

* Murray's Premiere *
* Home Stereo, Home Theatre *
* and Home Satellite Dealer *

•Moscow tour...

"Your more than one company agency."

FROM PAGE 6

431

•Many designs lo choose

AUDIO,VIDEO

ST. PETERSBURG, Russia (AP) — Dennis Mitchell of the
United States, a late replacement for injured Olympic champion
Linford Christie of Britain, won the 100 meters in the Goodwill
Games in 10.07 seconds.
-World record-holder Leroy Burrell was second in 10.11 as the
United States swept the first four places. Jon Drummond was third
in 10.12 and Cark Lewis fourth in 10.23. Christie is sidelined with
a hamstring injury.

•Colt League...

ist
+04,hamsadtm:0015 Yea's ExPen"".
Cover-up specs:first
artist an Calloway Co
•No drugs or alcohol
•Sterile methods
•Must be at least
•Over 29 bright colors
years old

11011 Coldwater Rd, Murray

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • UFE

the capability of returning to the
OVC Tournament:"
Thieke also announced that
Chris Moddelmog, a two year
starter for the Thoroughbreds, has
joined the staff as a graduate
assistant coach.
"Chris has a tremendous knack
for the game of baseball," Thieke
said. "He'll be an asset to our
coaching staff."

MAGIC NEEDLE. Trrroos

gm—.

Mitchell wins Goodwill's 100 meters

the OVC .which was' good for
fourth in league play,. after a lastplace finish in 1993.
"We feel like we're a club
that's back on the rise," Thieke
said. "There have been a lot of
positive things that have happened. With our returning players, and our new people, we have

:cted to
ar Matt
Indians.
Le and a
on the
•eshman
at sec-

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Rico
Brogna went 5-for-5, and his perfect night wasn't limited to what
he did at the plate,
In addition to his three singles,
two doubles and two RBIs, Brogna started a pair of 3-6-3 double
plays at first base to lead New
York to a 7-1 victory Monday
night over the St. Louis
Cardinals.

The Insurance Center
of Murray

FROM PAGE 6

:k, but I
Parker, a

Mets
'Brogna

DETROIT (AP) — Prosecutors could decide within the week
whether to seek charges against New Jersey Nets star Derrick Coleman, accused of raping a 22-year-old woman at the Westin Hotel
on July 14.
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IF YOU LOVE
MOVIES...WE'VE
GOT A DEAL
FOR YOU!!
.
0141,47_ Introducmga..

•
••

•

Letter of Appreciation
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Murray Calloway County Swim Team, I wanted to
publicly express our appreciation for all the generous support that our
sponsors and parent volunteers have provided for our team. The team
could not be the success it is without the generous financial donations
made by the Murray Kiwanis (who sponsored aur Murray Kiwanis
Relay Invitational Swim Meet), the Mattel Foundation and the Fisher.1

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE

• T1/ MOVIE MARQUEE
HBO • HBO2 • FLIX • ESPN2
American Movie Classics
Cartoon Network • Court TV
Country Music Television
Any Other Premium Channel

(Choose from Showtime Disney Cinemax or Encore)

For Only...

$21 45

/Month

(i—Premium Channels - Reg $23 90)

WI-1AT A DEAL!!

Order by July'-31st and
Receive 2 FREE Pay-Per-View
Movie Coupons...
Our Way of Saying "Thanks!"

Agency Manage?, Ray T Broach Agent, Bob Cottnelison
—

City & County Coverage
•Farm Owner •Home Owner •Auto
'Life •Blue Cross 'Retirement
•Business •Long Term Care
•

753-5005
MURRAY CABLE VISION
11 I

753-4703

Monday-Friday
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

310 South- 4th St.

•

Murray, Ky. .

•

"We looked into all the satellite systems.
PRIMESTAR was the best deal, hands down."

Price Dollars for Doers Program, and -the Murray Rotary Club. We
thank you.
Our team has grown.from around 40 kids about four years ago to a
current roster of almost 75. As our team grows, so do our expenses.
With more kids, we've had to expand our coaching staff and the number of lifeguards. In a normal season, our expenses include a head
coach and two assistants, lifeguards fees, pool rent, entry fees to away
meets, ribbon costs for each home meet(we use over 4,500 ribbons in
a season) end-of-season awards for top boy and girl swimmers'in each
age group, and other miscellaneous supplies and expenses. Even with
the fairly high member- fees and a large roster of swimmus, the
money collected ..from_member dues is not enough to diver,our
expenses in., a season.
We could not operate without all the support of our parent volunteers. These volunteers keep Qui scorebook, .fitl out entry cards for
each swimmer for each event — normally, a swimmer might compete
in as many as 5 _individual events plus 2 or more relays during each
meet:(You take 75 kids times five or more events and that's a lot of
cards!) Kids compete in age groups starting with6 years and under, 8
years and under, and so on, until the 14 and uncials, and last but not
least, the 15-18 year olds. Also, boys and gas' compete separately.
Each team provides timers for each land (normally 6 or 7) plus alternates; ribbon writers to record swimmers names, times and events on
the ribbons; volunteers help round up swimmers (especially the little
ones) before their events, a staging area assigns lane and heat assignments, each meet will have an announcer and a starter to start each
race. Of course parents help car-pool td the away meets and provide
transporation to get their kids to and from daily M"onday-Friday,practicer
We would also-like 'to thank the Murray- Calloway County Parks &
Recreation for their support, and for working with us on getting'pool
time and providing lifeguards. Without the pool, we couldn't swim.
And we want to thank Peggy Billington of the American Red Cross,
who was willing to work out changes in her sununer swim lesson
program in order for us to have access to the rpool for a couple of
"first ever" home night meets, and some weekday meets. And of
course we thank our head coach, Pat Wathen, who is a LISS swim
certified coach, for generously donating his time and experience We
do'appreciate all your cooperation.
We are proud of the Murray swim team and its roster of approximately 75 swimmers ranging in age from 4-18 years. Last year we
elided the season undefeated, swimming against clubs such as Calvert
_City; Mayfield, Princeton; Paducah; Marion, Harrisburg, Illnois and
three- different Madisonvilleteathi: This year we currently hive 1312
record, near the end of our season. Since July, 1992 our record is
26-20.
•
As a sport, swimming can be very competitive for the individual,
whether to try to win the race or to just better their own best time. Our
kids have developed a lot of camaraderie as a team. This sport is
unique in that it puts both boys and girls of all ages together on one
team. All our kids benefit from the older kids helping to teach and
encourage the younger or less experienced swimmers. We may not get
the publicity that the other more traditional sports receive, such as the
you'd' baseball, soccer and the winter sports, but the meets can get as
exciting and mean as much to these kids as any ballgame. Some of
our swimmers g9 on to college with swimming schizilarships, some
have even gorne on 'to become'All Americans, and even those Who
choose not to -continue in the sport wouldn'a trade their memories of
summers spent on the team for anything. We believe that the Murray
Calloway County Swim Team teaches a lot more than just four strokes
and how to win_a_race. We think we have a good program, and we
want to thank everyone who made it possible.
Stacy L. Jones, CPA Treasurer, MCCST
301, South 6th Street, Murray, Ky

•

4

The Murray Ledger and Times was recently awarded the American Heart .
Association's "Certificate of Outstanding Media Coverage." Waiter L.
Apperson, Publisher of The Murray Ledger and Times is receiving the award
of distinction from American Heart Association Calloway County division
board member Everett L Craig.

'.1t last. satellite television has come down to earth. Introducing PR I MESTAR: The revolutionary
new mini-dish satellite TV system/
.
• AFFORDABLE Starts at as li(tle as one dollar a day. No equipment purchase necessary.
•"WORRY-FREE"sm SERVICE _Includes equipment, programming and maintenance. ..111 for one

FS

4

low monthly charge. -

SPRING
AIR

• GREAT PROGRAMMING 70+ Channels of the best of cable, network, pro sports and hit movies.
• M)RISK. Your equipment-is upgraded as technology improves.
For more information. or to schedule a free site survey, call the local PRINIESTAR distributor

Free Delivery

in your area.

With The Purchase
Of Any Back
Supporter Matched
Sleep Set.
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Queen
Firm

Full
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Twin
Firm
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$49 Se

Distributed by Time Warner Sotethic Services

As Low AS
*-

_1.1.(222grilfigiactlidrill Mayfield KY 41066

1-800-788-7564

Get The Mattress
& Foundation In The
Firmness You WanL..
Back Supporter' Luxury Rrni,
Extra Firm or Arm

As Low As
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PRIMEAVR®

'When Bold in Site

WE BRING SATELLITE TELEVISION DOWN TO EARTH.
202 S 5th Si
Murray, Ky
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When Sold in Sete ,
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Ward-Elkins
753-1713
NHO S calling you? Caller
D World of Sound
'53 5865

11P

32ael year of service

Pizza Magic Aurora
.• OPEN
Open 55n, Crosed
; Mon -Tues Pizza, salads
not sandwiches. gyros &
- bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800-649-3804.

J(JST

N1CCST
irray, Ky

Somefolks call him
•
Whealie.
We past call him
_
Dad.
'
him
call
don't
Just
50
Or he'll et awful
mad!
Happy -50th, Jimmy

DO T

Eyebrow Arch $4.00
Highlight $26.00
Clipper Cut $5.00
Ask for Acrylic
French Manicure
All natural nail care
guarameecli
Pedicure $13.00

759-1874

Lost
And Found
LOn near Kenlake Marina lyr old, black & white,
Siberian Husky Name is
Butty Rewardll 474-8330
MERLIN Have you seen
our lost cat? Last seen near
the water tower on 641 N
Male black short hair w/
white paws & white belly
Wearing brown flea collar,
$50 reward 759-1020,
53 1206, 753-2694
060

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR—TRAILERS
set

Jos/

Noah?
f
Dad
VITgRA
1104111RICIS W CLCOMICO

ALLIANCE

TRACTOR' TRALFIR TRANNG awc,
es

ti
L'Immiairami'l

1•111
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Help
Wanted
BIG Apple Cate, Puryear,
TN is now taking applicat•ons for restaurant help
Apply in person
901 247-5798
DEPENDABLE instructors
tall dance or exercise
:lasses 527-0171

'Dr

Ii

1-800-334-1203

PART time 'but grass,
weed-eat, water plants &
misc 753-3018

We Would Love To Ilaix You In Our Services

Murray Baptist Mission
201 S. 6th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Parvin Hall, Pastor
Sunday Morning

Sunday School
. Preaching

10:00 am.
1th45 a.m.

Preaching

530 p.m.

Wednesday Evening Preaching

7:00 p.m.

Sunday Evening

SERVER must be 21, ANTIQUES by the piece or
hostess/cocktail server collections Call 753-9433
must be 21. & dishwasher after 5pm
All applicants must be moti- CASH for mobile home
vated but out-going & per- tires & axles 436-2578.
sonable Come work for the 901-644-0679
best casual garnet restaurant in the area Apply in CASH paid for good used
person at The Common- rifles, shotguns, and piswealth Vetch Club, Green tols Benson Sporting
Turtle 'Bay Resort, Grand Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
Rivers KY after 2pm

DRIVERS
A Family Oriented
Company
Home Often!
OTR
• Up to $3,000 Sign
On Bonus (OTR)

EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home No
Free
experience
.information/supplies. No
dbligation Serid seJt '
• addressed stamped envelope to Horizon, Dept FF,
PO Box 2149, Brownwood,
TX 76804

050

Fringe Benefits

.ime. Our
sport is
1 on one
each and
y not get
ch as the
an get as
Some of
ps, some
lose Who
nories of
Murray
tr strokes
, and we

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm
This protect is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Kentucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity progam Auxiliary aids and services are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities

VCR Service
Nintendo Repair

1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Mubcare supplement
insurance is now
standanzed in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The pan A deductible
you, Of your
insurance,
must pay has been
Increased to. $696 in
1994
For more information
call
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
Or Ratloawlide
I-800-4.55-4199

.24 per Mile

• Ins Pkg. - 401K
• Credit Union
• Rider Program
• 92-94 Volvo
Conventionals
• Walk-in Sleeper
• Qualcom Satellite
Communications

Call TSL
Recruiter
Ken Cross

FULL or part-time positions
now available at Subway
Sandwiches Please -apply
in person at 508 N 12th St
No phone calls please

at:
1-800-510-0473

HARDEE'S of Draffenville
now hiring day shift employees all positions,
cashiers, cooks & prep. Beginning wage $5(1'ir Apply
in person. No phone calls
please.

WANTED barmaids, waitresses & dancers, $500
plus weekly. Doll House
Cafe, Paris, TN.
901-642-4297, 7pm-2am.

070
KITCHEN, deli style prep
Domestic
help. Must be able to work
& Childcare
Mon-Fri 8am-4pm Great
working conditions & atmo- ABSOLUTELY Cie
sphere. Apply at Campus penenced
Coffee Shop, 200 N 15th, clean
Murray between Sam-2pm, of
availexcept Wed
a
im at 436-2569
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable and experienced, references. Call
Linda 759-9553.

NEED a dean house? Call
NEED dancers Could me, Charlie at 753-1416.
weekly.
make $500 plus
at WILL dean houses, referDavid
Call
ences, reasonable rates
901-588-1442
437-4064

Attention
Murray!
"POSTALJOBS**
$12.2E/hour to start,
plus benefits. Postal,
carriers,
sorters,
clerks, maintenance.
For an application &
exam information call
1-219-736-4715 ext.
P-3482,9 a.m.-9 p.m.
7 days.

090
Position
Wanted

•

ALTERATIONS, repairs
and crafted T-shirts. Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N. 121, Murray. 753-6981
WOULD like to manage &
maintain rental property.
References available. 5yrs
experience. Call 753-7473.
inn

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
;Doors open at 6001

Pun Heart
Walter L.
the award
ty division

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to S.
r ht on Sq. Hale Road_ 1/4-Tue
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

NON-PROF IT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

753-0466

Murray

America's Second Car

l

iUgluDuckling
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So 12th
Murray, KY 12071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
ase
hed

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, TraVeters,- Union" Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency

-4872

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

PEOPLE Lease Temporary
Service is now accepting
applications for light industrial workers at the Village
Office Center at 1406-E N
12th St 9am-5pm
POSITION AVAILABLE.
SPECIAL EDUCATION:
Parent Advisor. Starting
Date . Part-time position to
begin September 1, 1994,
Qualifications Must be the
parent of a child with disabilities. Must have experience with early intervention
and family support services. Experience in collaboration with professionals
is desired. Responsibilities
Qualified part-time applicant will advise and assist
with a university-based regional technical assistance
grant Some travel required Application Deadline: August 15, 1994_ TO
APPLY Send letter of application, resume, and
three letters of recommendation to Department of
Special Education, Murray
State University, PO Box 9,
Murray, KY 42071-0009
Murray State is an equal
education and employment
opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer
PRIVATE art instructor
needed for 10yr old child
502-3951913
SALES person wanted
Energetic & ambitious person to sell commercial
printing in Murray & surrounding areas Salary plus
benefits Immediate open
mg Call Mr 0 at Printing
Services & Supplies.
753-5397 for interview
STANLEY Home Products
needs help with sales, no
parties., no itArestinent,'ex.'
cellent earnings, part or full.
time Call 502-753-0674 for
information
Full km*,part time stock
8 carryout person

Apply at Owens
Food Markot.
Pio pAst• ealb pima*

Apartimals
For Rst

QUEEN size comforter, 4
pillow shams table cloth &
throw pillows Floral pattern, used 6mos $100
435-4422

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

VERY nice 2br 2 bath du
plea appliances furnished
central gas heat & air
$475mo 1 mo deposit 1
yr _lease No pets Call
Mtc 2905 753 7536

NICE 3-4br brick house 2
bath stove refrigerator
dishwasher ord hook up
$550/mo plus deposit,
available August 1st
753-9650

Houses
For Rem

SMALL 2br hoose 6 mi
nyt&S from town Just off 94
by Duncan's Grocery
$295/mo 753-2339 or
753-8767

SOFA & love seat, excel
lent condition $400 for
both Call 753-8937
SOFA sleeper, matching
chair, $150 obo 759-4935
or 1-901-782-3173

BusIness
Opportunity
FRANCHISE for sale. May'etc!. Paducah, Benton,
Fulton, 100 year old industry, 25 year old company.
100% success rate if you
are accountable, responsible and teachable.
1-800-447-4889

Computers
COLOR PRINTER. $175
502-753-7001

DOWNTOWN office space
available across from
courthouse $95/moinclua
ing all utilities 753-1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

Want
To Rent

2 REGULATION size pay
pool tables Good condi'ton,$1,200 for one, $1,000
for the other or $2.100 for
ACU massage table Vibra
both Call 753-9022 ask for
Phil or 759-9203 after 5pm
-(dry sauna)
527-0171
ask for Joe Serious inquires only
2hp
ALLIS-CHALM
•stat, PING Eye 2 Woods MRH
garden tr
great 1-3-5 Good condition,
48'
sh
5. Call $135 753-5885
47
RED 10-speed bicycle,
ATTN deer hunters. Super needs some work Call
heavy duty electric meat 753-1872
grinder, factory made floor
model, all cast iron, 12"
210
hopper carbide blades, excellent oondition, $500 obo.
Firewood
474-8339.
A FIREWOOD for sale
BOGARD•trucking and ex- 437-4667
cavating, inc. We haul- top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
220
rock, rip rap. 759-1828.
Musical
FOR sale Ashley woodFENDER keyboard amp
stove, $200 King woodExcellent like new condiCall
stove, $ 7 5
tion. $375 759-9932
901-644-7587
1c41

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600

FULL size waterbed
759-4490

250

MOVING! Everything must
go, household, tools, etc.
s1 coon & squirrel dog for
sale. 901-247-3301.

Business
Services
K T_I and Associates offer
ing a full line &Investigative
services. Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436-6099

NEW metal siding, & roofing Cover 36" cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalurne. Secondary
if available Portable carport kits. 489-2722 or
489-2724.

260
T.V.
Radio

PLEXUZ Body Toner, five
timed positions of passive
exercise without added
stress to all the major muscles of the body & causes
mild aerobic effect Call
Hopkins,
Tom
502-753-6001
SATELLITE system in2 ft dish & Uniden
1
cludes 7/
receiver with remote control, only 4mos.old. Asking
$1,500 obo. 753-2208,
753-4946.

19" MEGATRON color tv,
1993 model, still in warranty, with remote, in good
condition Best offer Call
753-1872
270
-Mobile
Homes For Sale
14X70 CRIMSON, Ga, 2br
2 bath, lots of extras
/
11
$11,500 Call 753-3940
1986 ATLANTIC 14X52
very nice 2br, 1 bath In
Coach Estates, priced to
sell. 753-9540

TICKETS Rolling Stones
for September 18th Call
759-1334
VIBROSAUN Body Conditioner, combines vibration
with sauna in a redinging
position. Call Tom Hopkins;
502-753-6001.

1987 14X70 BUCC., excellent condition, 2br & 2 full
baths. Built in appliances,
Gh/a, all electric w(pole
French doors, $12.000.
753-8117 6-10pm, or leave
message.

Appliances

1994 BUCANEER 14X52,
new,furnished, in Fox Meadows All for $23,000 firm
Call 759-9311

1994 KENMORE upright,
vacuum cleaner with attachments. Like new! Best
offer Call 753-1872.

BY owner- 1987 Buccaneer
double wide 26'X70', vinyl
siding, shingle roof, 3br, 2
full baths, den with fireplace, central hie, stove,
refrigerator, dishwasher,
large 15'X17' covered front
porch, 8'X12' covered back
porch 24'X24' work shop &
2 bay carport, other outbuildings 2 acre lot 3 miles
641 South of Murray Priced to sell Call 753-6962

WHITE 1993 Frigidaire self
electric range.
cleaning
Includes surface light &
smoke glass door. Was originally $499, asking $300
obo 753-3070

CLOSE-OUT sale on all
1994 models Buy now and
SAVE BIG BUCKS Quality
built, energy efficient
homes Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc Hwy 79 East,
Pans, TN 1-800-642-4891

EXCHANGE YOUR OLD
160
HARD DRIVE FOR A LARRams
GER & FASTER ONE
Furnishings
CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH FOR DETAILS 2 KING size waterbeds, 1
ANYTIME, 501-753-7001
w/6 drawer pedestal. $100
1 yeregular pedestal, $50
PC REPAIR- UPGRADES753-1052
TRAINING AT YOUR LOCATION HAWKINS RE- ANTIQUE walnut four
SEARCH, 753-7001
poster bed and chest of
drawers $800 759-2580
130
GOLD couch & 2 blue
For Sa10.,',
chairs 753-4852
Or Trade
HOUSEHOLD moving
20X20 LOG cabin, built in
sale! 3pc bedroom suit,
chim40's, free standing
china cabinet, couch, chair,
ney, front porch, wooden coffee table & end tables
shingles, 6" pine floors, re- Call 492-8600 after 5pm
constructed within last
10yrs Must be moved QUEEN-SIZE box springs,
901-247-5170 leave mattress & bed hams, like
message
new, excellent condition,
$300 obo 492-8298, leave
message

NOT A LOT OF CASH???
Check out our HUGE
SELECTION of repos and
pre-owned homes As low
as $500 down, with payments to fit your budgetw
Volunteer Homes, Inc Hwy
Paris, 'TN
79E,
901-642-4466
TRAILER & small cabin out
on 1346 down by Ledbetter
Church 753-1038
WANT to take advantage of
low interest rates, but don't
have a lot of money for a big
downpayrnent? See Volun
leer Homes, Inc for 5%
downpayment or land and
-0- down Low monthly payments Starting at $150 per
month Volunteer Homes,
Inc Hwy 79E, Paris. TN
901-642-4466

Help Wanted
Kentucky Fried-Chicken is lookingIhr help. If year
are energetic, enthusiastic and like people, we
would like to meet you.
Daytime positions available:

Business
Rentals

Sports
Equipment

VENDING route Must sell, DEEP freeze, refrigerators,
very strong cash business stoves, washers & dryers.
1-800-820-6782
354-8528. anytime.
120

300

310

200

Articles
For Salo

• Fuel/Mileage!
Safety t3onui,
Paid Quarterly

EARN $1,000 weekly stuffing envelopes at home
Start now, no experience
Free supplies, free information No obligation Send
SASE to VISTA- Dept
79, PO Box 60650, San
Angelo, TX 76906.

NEED cook/dishwashers,
no experience necessary.
must be willing to learn.:
Apply in person: Spanky's
Restaurant. Puryear, TN.

UMW
Hams For Rent

SLEEPER sofa, new floral
upholstery excellent condition $150 Call 753-2508

CIVIL war, WW I or II guns,
swords, pictures, other artifacts. Old Coca-Cola advertising or gas & oil ad
items, old stone whiskey
jugs with advertisments on
front Call 753-3633, ask for
Larry

320

Home
Furnishings

Want
To Buy

Map
WanIsal

MasterCard

260

160

140

060

020

020

9
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Mobilo
Homes For Rent
2BR trailer
753-9866

*Food Service Workers
*Customer Service Workers
*Shift Leaders

No pets

CLOSE to MSU 2Br. 2
bath, central Iva, stove, re
frigerator. washer, dryer
and water furnished Furni
tura optional 1mo deposit,
No Pets
R35Ormo
753.9237

Apply in person at the Murray Kentucky Fried
to
Chicken restaurant, KOE/M/F.

KFC

WANTED to rent in Murray
or nearby 2-3br home in
the $300-$500 monthly
range Competent & responsible retired couple
We wit be traveling to Murray
Call tdll free
1-800-222-4427 & leave
message for Porter We will
return call
320
Apartments
For Rent
1 2 3BD apts Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
pets
days,753-0606 after 5pm
1BR duplex on 280 tastefully decorated, energy efficient $275/mo, deposit Nopets 753-8848, before
9pm
1BR near MSU, appliances
furnished Coleman RE
753-9898
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109
1 ROOMS for rent at 1614
Olive Utilities furnished
Share kitchen, living room
& bathroom facilities Walk
to MSU Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR apartment near campus No pets 753-5980
2BR brick duplex, -quiet
area, shade, new patio,
new refrigerator No pets
5345/mo 753-6931
2BR duplex in Panarama
Shores, lakeview, 1 block
to KY Lake. $250/mo &
5300/mo 527-9639

360
For - Rant
Or Lease

2BR, 1 bath s
fri
No
753-7536
2BR house, Panarama
Shores, $250/mo,
$250/deposit, references
753-6012

BARNS for rent Air cured
Burley. Darkfired
753 1300 or 489 2116 after
7pm
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759-4081

3BR brick 4 miles from
town appliances furnished,
2car garage.$500/rno rent NORTI:LWOOD ator.aln
Deposit & lease ,roquired_. presently has units avail759-4664
able Call 753-2905
753-7536
3BR brick, refrigerator
washer, dryer, deck 1 2
miles from town, lyr lease,
$500/mo, security deposit,
references No pets
759-9641
4BR. 2 bath, (great for students), partially furnished
Lease & references required No pets 762-4483
or 345-2748

365
For Salo
Or Loam
WAREHOUSE for lease
22,000sq ft sprinkler sys
tem, smoke & burglar
alarm, rail siding located in
KY
Fulton,
1-800-522 6683

5BR, 2 bath, '5400/mo,
must have references
474-8377 or 474-8222
6 ROOM house, 1 bath, in
ecountry wooded are
rnfrigerator & ran
ows
ished, new
from
&ityymyl
c
rth 16th
6 between
Ca
9a ••m
AVAILABLE immediately
2Br house on N 18th
$425/mo plus deposit
753-1266
BRICK ranch with 3br
-baths & de
Cony
rested
after 5 30pm
ROOMMATE wanted,
share 3br house, wid provided, non-smoker,
$1501mo plus utilities
759-9906

370
Livestock
& Supplies
HAY for sale Fescue &
Clover, $1 75 a bail or $2
with storage 436-2569
380
Pets
Suppiles
AKC Dalmation 3yr old
male, $125 Good personality 753-3235
AKC German Shepherd
puppies for sale Female
$125 male $150 Father
imported from Germany
753-5705
DOG Day
759-1768

2BR duplex with carport,
wid hook-up, 1406 A Valleywood Dr, $385/mo plus
deposit 753-4487

Serect
ervices

Afternoon

FOR sale Australian Blue
Healer puppies full
blooded, $30'ea
436-5438

2BR duplex, $340/mo
759-4406

-

c...,:„„„zed
ca.pute I.
Smuts.

2BR near campus, partially
furnished, $200/mo
759-9980 leave message

Steve er S(Kith Btit
Strng Others Is "Wfuze 'We're XI About!
TO. Box 888 • Murray, V'42071
(502) 753-0498 • Voice Mail Box 888

3-48R apt, extremely
close to campus. Low
rent. Available Aug 15th.
Call 759-1634.

'Voice 9.64 Pi-'Week(y 94origage Days!
Cfidif Products Vintriort: Personalized Children',
Pocks, Educational MateriaLr, Seasonal Meisages

3BR, 2 bath, low utilities,
with garage, $550/mo
753-3293 after 6pm

INFO TALK — 753-2284

BRITTNEY RIDGE
APARTMENTS. 5br, 2'/S
bath, $640/mo. Contact
Century 21, Loretta Jobs
Realty, 753-1492

LUCAS SHOE
REPAIR

FOR 3 people,
partially furnished, available June 1st, $150/mo
each 753-9564

Across from First Christian Church

HILLDALE Apartments
under new management.
Come see the changes taking place Now available
2br apartment, 24hr maintenance Handicap accesOffice hours
s b le
8am-4 - 30pm Mon-Fri.
Equal Housing Opportunity. TDDI 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 287, 437-4113
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakeland Westly Village, lbr
apartment. utilities included, rent based on income. 558 older, handicap
& disabled Equal Housing
O pportunity
502-354-8888
LARGE 2br, gas heat:
super low utilities dose to
college, other tennents are
quiet professionals Deposit required $395/mo
Available August 1st &
753-8828

100 North 5th Street
Serving Murray and Calloway County Since 1892
Quality workmanship at the
lowest prices in the area.
Summer Hours 12:00 till 5.00

Lowest NCH Ever
Refrigerator Liquidation
Save Up To $500
Call 759-4944
Displayed at Video Gold

1206 Chestnut • Murray, KY

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEW 18,2br apts in Farmington Starts at $310 w/
water & garbage paid
Stove, refrig, w?cl, dishwasher furnished
345-2748 after 4pm,
762-4483 days
NEW 2br duplex apartments gas heat. wid hookup. appliances furnished,
no pets, available July 15th,
$425/Mo, lyr lease. dejkisit required Call 753-4873
after 6 30pm, Allen
Properties
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor. 906
Broad St Extended be
tween tlam 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

• • ra.ra!RP.

•••

1BR house (large loi), nea
university, deposit required 753-8831

$52 900
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq. ft.
BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms,2 full baths,
28' great room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling., fireplace, central heat AC
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Camp,basement and other
options -available.--

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION

•

Over 6,000 Satisfied Customers
Since 1958

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

.
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360
Seniors
Oilseed

Noses
For Sale

Pe*
Superb*

•
- 6 .
•,„,
- • '4•

HAVE an obedient. safe HOUSE and acreage. 1992 EAGLE Talon, 16V
dog for show or home. 753-1300, leave message DOHC, 4cyl, 5sp, loaded,
Classes or private lessons. 9am-6pm 489-2116, excellent condition, new
Serving Murray for Over 7pm-tOpm
tires, 40,XXX miles,
2y rs 436-2858
$10,000 obo, 1 owner
IDEAL tor starter, retire- 502-753-8613 after
LABRADOR puppies, merit or rental propetly. 5 30pm
AKC, yellow, mate & fe- Small 2br house with large
male, guaranteed hips Pa- extra lot. 5 minutes from 1993 MAXIMA GXE, pis.
radise Kennels. 753-4106 Murray near Guncan's pit, a/c Electric windows,
grocery, 829.900 seats & door locks Deluxe
PEG'S Dog Grooming 753-2339, 753-8767
B060 am/fm stereo with cid
753-2915
Sun-roof, black w/gray
NEAT, well maintained 4bl. leather interior 753-9240
2 bath home located in or 753-0148 after 5pm
410
town. Priced at $117,500.
Call Kopperud Realty, FOR sale or trade 1985
Produce
753-1222. MLSii 3000112. Ford custom van, nice, low
FUTRELL FARMS East of
mileage, like to trade for
Murray will open SY the NEW house for 'sale! extended utility van
1994 corn season 23rd July 2000sq ft great location,
753-3672
1994 Looks like an excel- 3br,2 baths, great room,dr,
lent crop of corn this year kitchen, utility room, welkin LUXURY car, one ownercloset. Has all city utilities, School teacher_ 1991
753,8848
county taxes & extras. Call Honda Accord, Select EdiORCHARD fresh peaches during daytime 753-7435, tion, Britany blue, leather,
$ 691b, $6/peck. $11thaff, evening 753-3966.
low mileage Call 753-3621
$20/bushel 403 SycaSPACIOUS air. 2 bath, or after 5pm 753-1570
more 753-7483
with great flowing lay out,
SWEET watermelons for beautiful kitchen, breakfast
Velikies Under $200!
sale $ 99/ea 403 Syca- room, separate dining
Can auctioned by IRS,
DEA, FBI nsuon•nde.
more St 753-7483
room. Lots of extras, counTrucks, boats, motorhcanes,
try club view. Call for your
ccotputers, and morel Call
430
appointment today
Toll Fad
Real
I 753-2905, 753-7536
Me 4364147. •
_
bow
Ext. A-1801
470
5 ACRES 94W 8 miles
rom Murray. $10,000
Motorcycles
435-4374'
Vans
1982 YAMAHA 550 MaxANDREA Farris Estates
urn, full tenon, black, adult MOVING sale! 1987 minifor sale, off Martin Chapel
ridden, 'garage kept, 'ap- van, good condition.
Rd 759-9247
prox 6,XXX miles, $1,195 '$2,750 obo 1982 Nissan
COMMERCIAL building for obo. 901-247-5170 leave Sentra. $450. Call
sale - City's best location, message
753-8594 between
-Court Square, Paris, TN.
10am-4pm.
Two story, 2500sq ft. per 1994 CR250R, only ridden
4
cost
times,
+tax.
$4,595
floor 1-800-447-4889
gam-6pm, leave message. Will take $4,000.
901-498-8946.
HALEY Appraisal Service,
Haley
Bob
call
d90
1963 WILLY'S jeep, red,
502-489-2266.
Used
CJ5, mostly original, very
Cars
good condliton, $2,500.
KOPPERUD Realty has
436-2977.
buyers waiting to purchase 1982 OLDS Delta 88 Roy
homes-all price ranges. If ale, good condition, '4dr
1978 CHEVY '4 ton, Iwb,
you are thinking of selling- silver/grey. $975 obo
p/b, p/s, a/c, $1,850 obo
contact one of our courte- Chevy van, runs good
753-9848
ous and professional $695 obo Call 436-2109
1989 SILVERADO Chevagents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St. 1984 CHEVY Celebrity, rolet truck, loaded, excel2dr, sunroof, new tires, lent condition. 759-4874.
NEW 4br, 2 bath home on
needs mechanical' work. 1990 MAZDA king cab
KY Lake Walk-in closets,
$500 Call 527-8167, leave pick-up, LE 5, high mileage,
den, %id/fireplace, deck, cenmessage
$4.500 obo. Call 753-0851
tral h/a. 502-753-8045.
1984 ESCORT, excellent after 6pm.
NEW duplex for-sale: Camcondition, one owner, 1993 DODGE Dakota, club
bridge Estates. Gene
70.XXX miles, $1,500, cab; V-8 .engine. 20.XXX
Steely 753-6156.
1601 Loch Lomond.' miles, power everything,
753-3704.
dual exhaust, like new.
1984 OLDS Toronado, 753-4316.
Lake
runs good, $1,000 obo
Property
1994 CHEVROLET Z71
759-4683.
41X4, red, short bed,loaded,
12X60 trailer, carport w 1985 NISSAN, 2dr, auto, 16,XXX miles, like new, will
tights, well, septic, outbuild- air, sunroof, new tires, take payoff. 901-498-8946
ing, ready to move into. $1,950 obo. 753-2976.
436-5648
510
1986 FORD Taurus, excelBLOOD River area, excel- lent condition. 753-1052.
Campers
lent view of lake, good fishing, shared dock, 3br. furn- 1987 MAZDA RX7. Turbo 1976 MOTORHOME,
ished. carpeted, air condi, 11753-5273 8am-5pm, af- 51,XXX miles, new tires,
Don, large screened porch. ter 5pm 759-1286
Onan generator, reduced
Call 753-0628 or 753-9623. 1988
LINCOLN Continen- $5,500. Also Case riding
KY Lake mobile home tal, 4dr, signature series, mower, rebuilt engine &
(14'X65'), remodeled & re-- dark blue, loaded, 86,XXX deck, $750. 753-7375.
. decorated, glass sun porch miles, $5,500. 753-1111 27FT camper, 1- owner,
(12)(221 separate wesh/ days, 753-6673 nights.
2/ac, awning, power jack,
storage bldg. (12'X'24')
storm windows, microelectric & propane heat,% FORD Crown Victoria,
)wave, many extras. Reaacre, 16 miles SE of Murray 1985, $700. 502-382-2794 son tor selling. health
Hamlin, KY).$29,500. Call after 5pm
502-759-1827.
- 502-436-5332.

ICU

MA

RON HALL

Lots
For Sale
100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa' subdivision. All city
utilities, reduced. 753-4873
after 6pm.
500 S 11th St., 100x75
$6,000
wooded
753-7549
LOT *96 Crappie Hollow
for gale by owner Call
498-8926 after 5pm

CAMPER shell for small
truck. Mite new $125 obo
527-2779

Bale& Motors
14FT Alumacraft, 28hp
thinner motor, tilt trailer,
trolling motor & battery,
anchor mates 759-2532
1987 BAYLINER. 27ft,
sleeps 6, new carpet, new
upholstery, new paint.
Volvo out drive, excellent
condition, $19 000
00
.
436-2163 or 431
25F1 Crest Pontoon, real
good condition 438-?571
MUST sell! 1985 Sea Ray
Runabout,$6,250 obo.
753-5927.
USED boats, motors, trailers & salvage parts for sale.
Boat & motor repair All
work & parts guaranteed.
Wayne Darnell Marine Repo ir , .'Hyty 121 S
502-436-5464

1

1111 Services

A-i Carpentry work New CUSTOM bulldozing and
construction, remodeling, backhoe wort, sepdc sysporches, decks Also house tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
plans drawn No job too Horace Sholar.
small Call J&C Construc- CUSTOM round baling.
tion 436-5398
753-0062.
Al Tree Service Skimp DRYWALL. finishing, reremoval and spraying Free pairs. additions and blowestimates 436-2247, or ing ceilings. 753-4761.
492-8737
GERALD WALTERS.
AIR Conditioning Ron Hall Roofing, vinyl siding, paintHeating Cooling and ing Free estimates. 18
Electric Co Service, unit years experience.Local rereplacement and complete ferences. 753-2592.
installuon Licensed gas inHADAWAY Construction.
staller Phone 435-4699
Remodeling, vinyl siding,
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- vinyl replacement winniture repair & custom dows, vinyl flooring.
woodworking 753-8056
436-2052.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS: HANDYMAN for hire. RoofFactory trained by 3 major ing, house repair & yards
manufacturers All work
mowed. 474-2037.
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance JIM'S Garden Service.
Gardens- breaking, disWorks, 753-2455
king, tilling Lawns- seeding
APPLIANCE SERVICE & fertilizing new or existing
Kenmore, Westinghouse, Blade work & bush Whirlpool 30+ years ex- hogging. Reasonable
BOBBY
perience
rates. 753-3413.
HOPPER. 436-5848

Phone (502)492-8488

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service. Call Gary at
759-4754. •

Hwy. 641
* N. Hazel *

CLASSIFIED

56n
Free
Column
FREE to good home: Cimmamon. Chow Chow mix
puppies. 436-5505 after
6pm

CONTRACT BRIDGE
43tt:ft.
,
agG 4494

Reducing the Element of Doubt

d60
Homes
For Salo

William Duncan
Building Contractor
sso

STORY brick, 3br, 1'4
recently remodeled baths,
sun room, full basement,
$58,000 759-4935.
4 acre with 2
3
2BR on /
outbuildings, new vinyl siding, fold-in windows, new
well & septic system, completely redecorated 2yrs
ago, gas heat, $36,000.
489-2440.

Experienced builder of houses.
garages, pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

474-8267

4 NEW 3br houses on city
water & sewer. Will consider trading for other property Priced in the $70's to
iow $80's 753-3672 after
5pm
5 ROOM house near Pans
Landing State Park For
more
call
info
901 232 8309
BY OWNER 3br, rh bath
. brick ranch Eat-in kitchen,
formal dining room, living
room, family room with 14
bay window. Central gas
heat & air, wall-to-wall carpet, ceiling fans, jac.tazi,
14x14ft storage bldg. Lot
75x150, adjacient lot available Walk to banks & shopping Priced to sell, mid
$70's Call for appt.
FOR sale by owner 3br,
114 bath brick home in
country (Dexter area), carport, screened in front
porch, out-buildings, 64
acres of land Call
437-4897 after 5pm.
*. • •147
•••".;
•
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VOOD
WORKS

"•

811) 382-2306
753-2378 °81.

The bidding:
South West
1
1+
34
5,

3+

North East
2•
4V

2+
4+

Opening lead — four of diamonds.
There is often considerable guesswork during the play and,if you are
by nature a good guesser,you will do
well in the long run.
All the same, A good card player
doesn't subject himself to a guess if
he can avoid it. He may guess as well
as the next fellow when he has to,
but his chief stock-in-trade is a talent for dodging guesses and solving
his problems by other — and more

reliable — means.
Assume you're West, defending
against five hearts. You could lead a
spade, of course, because partner
raised spades, but your best chance
ofproducing a profit lies in leading a
diamond. Your hope is that partner
has an ace, in which case you're apt
to beat the contract when you get in
with the ace of trumps, put partner
on lead with his ace, and get a diamono ruff for a one-trick set.
Declarer wins the diamond with
the ace and leads a low heart to the
queen at trick two. Right here it is
easy to go wrong. If you take the ace
and lead a spade to partner's presumed ace, you wind up behind the
eight ball. Declarer wins, draws
trumps, and concedes a club to the
ace to make the contract.
You could plead that East was
more likely to have the spade ace
than the club ace,but that would not
be a good excuse for failing to guess
which one he actually had.
Instead of consigning this guess
to- pure chance, it- is far better to
duck the first trump Jead and take
the second. This gives your partner
a chance to signal with a high spade
or a high club, depending on his
hand,and in that way you eliminate
the element of doubt.

money. Reach out to young people.
.You find that your work is cut out

surprises. A former opponent
becomes a supporter.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are warm-hearted, intelligent and very persuasive. They knciw exactly what to say to obtain others' cooperation! A perfectionist streak makes these Leos highly critical of their own performance.
They always think that they could do better if given another chance. Affectionate and generous, these Leos can turn sulky if they are overlooked or
taken for granted. They need lots of ego strokes to feel contented.

Vs
31Cnig
<
CARFLEIT FLOOR COWERNG
Come...See Our New Store
CARPETS by: Salem, Philadelphia, Aladdin, Ciboney Mills
HARDWOOD by: Bruce. TILE & VINYL
Num*,
Over 25 Years Installation Experience
b"
Work.
Our
Behind
We Stand

Sales & Installation • 753-7728

Kind, KY

Fridays till 9 p.m. is

FISH NIGHT
Fresh Pond Raised Catfish

Tomorrow: Silence is golden.
CUSTOM

KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWONIONG

All Types Of:
•

Custom Woodworking
and

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop

HOUSE 1 4 acres, new
paint vinyl carpet & central
Na Detached heated gar
age 753 9652

South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
463
K J 94
• A Q J 103
+J 2
WEST
EAST
•K 1095Q.
J 874 2
V A 73
V6
•4
•7 6 5
+ 10 7 5 4
•A 986
SOUTH
4A
Q 108 5 2
• K 98 2
•K
3

Expand your profit$
with a quality
SIGN.

WEDNESDAY,JULY 27,1994

aOmpany

Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Electrical ServiCe & Installation
Licensed Gas Merchant

(502) 435-4699

ltS.Wel:e3;:f

KITCHEN CABINET RE-BACKHQE SERVICE
(For your personalized daily )eane Dixon- horoscope, based on your own
BRENT ALLEN/septic tank FACMG. Make your old
Servicet
will-bill you.99
7788. Your phone
;
date of birth, Call 1-900-988
• nbw again with Formica. All
replacerepair,
'installation,
Offered
cents a minute.)
colors, free estimates.
ment 759-1515
Wulff's Recovery, Murray, • HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE for You.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A 1
Hauling, moving,'dean-up, BACKHOE Service - ROY KY. 438-5560.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A
odd jobs, tree trimming,• ,HILL Septic system, drive
open exciting computerized plan may need more
will
attitude
for electric and
positive
LICENSED
hauling,
ways,
foundations.
tree removal, yard mowing,
gas 753-7203
new doors to you. Be on your very people-input to be a winner. A
mulch hauling. Clean Up etc 7594554
best behavior when dealing with sophisticated individual could both
sheet rock & other building BACKHOE Service, com- LIGHT hauling, tree triminfluential people. Investment gains complicate and brighten your day.
materials. Free estimates. plete foundations, septic
ming & removal. Call
Tim Lamb 436-5744.
come in early fall. If looking for You should feel good about an offer
systems. R.H.Nesbitt: Ma- 753-2320. ask for Don.
romance, host at least one party dur- made by your mate or partner.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 A tree sonry .Phone 492-8516, MULCH delivered. Murray
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Susing the winter holidays. A financial
trimming, hedge trimming, pager 762-7221.
436-5560.
make early in 1995 could Tense could make this a lively day!
you
deal
mulch hauling, tight hauling
Cleaning.
BILL'S Window
& odd jobs. Paul 436-2102. Back.- to help with your PAINTING interior & exterpay benefits for years to come. An You have the resources and talent to
ior. All types Of home repair.
individual decides to aid your score 1:0 gains in the marketplace.
older
cleahing. Free estimates. Call
14 1 1 11 1 I 1 1 A Hauling, Sprin.g
next May or June. Be appre- FolloW your heart in domestic
career
Residential/Commercial.
tree trimming, tree removal,
436-5032 anytime.
affairs and you will not go wrong.
of any favors.
ciative
753-5934
1. cleaning out sheds, atPLUMBING repairman with
CELEBRITIES BORN ON Love deepens.
tics, odd jobs, & will haul & BOB'S Plumbing Repair
service. Call
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE:,figure skater Peggy
spread mulch . Free esti- Service. All work guaran- same day
436-5255.
Fleming, singer Maureen McGov- Retirement is a rewarding experimates 436-5744 Luke teed. 753-1134 or
Lamb.
ROCKY COLSON Home .ern, tennis player Dennis Ralston, ence for those who are involved in
436-5832
exciting projects. Share your experactor Keenan Wynn.
1 1 1 1.ALL around mowing, BRYON'S LAWN SER- Repair. Roofing, siding.
painting, plumbing, conARIES (March 21-April 19): A tise with those who cannot afford to
trirriMing,'ffee removal. Joe VICE Free estimates
crete. Free estimates. Call
difference of opinion arises over the pay for it. Learning a new language,
436-2867.
753-4591
474-2307.
best way to reach a goal. Be willing or sport boosts your self-confidence.
11 1 A all around mowing, .CARPET binding & fringSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
to try an alternate approach if a parttrimming, hauling. Mark ing. Enger Custom Design SEAMLESS gutters incomThose who wait and watch will
21):
stalled,
or
serenity
residential
for
Strive
strongly.
feels
ner
436-2528.
Carpets. 753-7614. Dave & mercial, Servall Gutter Co.
tonight. A favorite hobby helps you fall behind. Use your leadership
owners.
Godar
Lissa
2 ALL round custom tree
753-6433.
skills to get% project up and runrelax.
trimmers,hedges, removal, CARPORTS for cars and
ning! The,executive corridors beck20):
20-May
(April
TAURUS
finishing,.
light hauling, etc 4yrs ex- trucks. Special sizes . for. SHEETROCK
Take advantage of the momentum on .those-ieady to work long hours.
perience, free estimates- - motor home, boats, RVs tex-tured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman. 492-8742.
created yesterday.'Everything goes Romance looks rosy tonight.
436-2102 ask for Mathew and etc. Excellent protecCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
like clockwork once you are in gear.
SUREWAY
Stump
&
Tree
excellent
quality,
high
tion,
Al, Al's hauling, yard work,
artistic touches to your 19): You can take some bits and
Adding
full
with
Insured
Removal
759-4664.
Hill
Roy
value.
tree removal, mowing Free
home or office should be easy if you pieces now and turn them into
line of equipment. Free esestimates 759-1683
CARROLL'S custom gar- timates. Day or night,
something great! Financial problems'
are a do-it-yourself type.
den tilling, bushhogging 753-5484
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): evaporate when you follow a profesbox grader, blade work
* Four Star *
Loved ones may be extra sensitive sional's instructions. High-quality
Free estimates. Gerald THE Gutter Co. Seamless
Mobile Home
today and tomorrow. Tread careful- work is the only way to advance
aluminum gutters, variety
Carroll. 502-492-8622.
Parts & Service
ly. Conflicting emotions could dis- your business or career.
of colors. Licensed, 'inCHIM Chim Chimney sured. Estimate available.
Porches & decks available
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb./18):
tract you from practical chores.
au/metal roof.
Sweeps has 10% senior 759-4690.
a builder or Your artistic talent could bn'g you
as
talents
your
Develop
citizen discounts. We sell
Aluminum carports
week.
a special prize or gift tJ
gardener.
attached Li free standing
chimney caps and screens. VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
CANCER (June 21-July 22): Shopping bargains can be found in
Service Center, cleaning4135-4191.
Screened rooms.
Misplaced papers or a forgotten an unusual setting. Seek the finanservicing $15; most repairs
Silver roof coaling.
COMPUTER SERVICE & $35. Free estimates.Route
obligation could throw you for a cial backing of a prominent acquainWine roof coating.
TRAINING 502-753-7001
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5:
loop this morning: Look everywhere tance when launching a community
Everiock vinyl underpinning
COOPER Lawn Service. Mon -Fri.; 753-0530.
for lost articles. The afternoon -will campaign.
- lifetime warranty.
New & existing . Call WINDOW & patio doorPISCES,(Feb. 10-:March 20): A
run 'smoother. Play a waiting game
K Rok underpinning.
502-435-4588.
attitude will win you widecheerful
ideal.
than
less
is
romance
if
glass
replacement.
metal
Doors.- windows,
siding. floor repair
753-2330.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Team spread cooperation today. Others are
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Milist turnace
Homes, trailers, offices
players will enjoy the greatest suc- receptive to.your ideas and projects.
air conditioning.
Wulff s Recovery, Murray
cess today.'Taking a small gamble Discuss your plans with family
436-5560
makes sense if you can spare the members to prevent any last-minute

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.

Murray, KY

Charles Villanova, a student at Murray Nigh School, visited Congressman Tom Barlow during his recent trip to Washington, D.C. He was a
participant in the National Young Leaders Conference, a program honoring those students who have demonstrated strong academic, extracurricular and leadership skills.
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TODAY IN HISTORY
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LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, July 26, the 207th day of 1994. There are 158
days left in the year.
history:
in
highlight
Today's
novelist
English
Aldous
1894,
26,
on*July
One hundred years ago,
Huxley, author of "Brave New World," was born in Godalming,
England.
On this date:
In 1775, Benjamin Franklin became postmaster general.
In 1788, New York became the eleventh state to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.
In 1856, playwright George Bernard Shaw was born in Dublin,
Ireland.
In 1908, U.S. Attorney General Charles J. Bonaparte issued an
order creating an investigative agency that was a forerunner of the
FBI.
In 1945, Winston Churchill resigned as Britain's prime minister
after his Conservatives were soundly defeated in elections by the
Labor Party. Clement Attlee became the new prime minister.
In 1947,-President Truman signed the National Security Act, creat.
ing the Department of Defense, the National Security Council, the
Central Intelligence Agency and the Joint Chiefs of Staff.
In 1964, Teamsters president Jimmy Hoffa and six others were
victed of fraud and conspiracy in the handling of a union pension
fund.

Ten years ago
Joe Thompson and Herman
Darnell are members of the
Board of Trustees of West Kentucky Rural Electric Telephone
Cooperative.
Julian Jordan is pictured with
his mules he uses to harrow his
tobacco crop in a feature picture
by Staff Photographer Jennie
Gordon.
M.C. Garrott writes about
Utterback School and its Scrap
Iron Drive of 1942 in his column,
"Garrott's Galley."
Adam Lanning's trek to Chicago, Ill., last weekend netted him
second place in the Bud Light
Triathlon conducted along the
shoreline of Lake Michigan.
Murray College High School
Class of 1964 and others who had
been members of the class during
the years held a 20-year reunion
on June 30 at CUrriS Center, Mur-

In 1971, Apollo 15 was launched from Cape Kennedy.
In 1986, kidnappers in Lebanon released the Rev. Lawrence Martin
Jenco, an American hostage held for nearly 19 months.
DEAR ABBY: My mother is 88,
Ten years ago: The government forged a record $4.5 billion bailout widowed, lives alone, still drives, and
of Continental Illinois National Bank and Tfustgompany, which was she's another person who is hooked
."--on Mai}oweeNtakes. he guts mail
plagued by bad loans arid toss of depositor confideneC.from all over the U.S.A.. Canaaa and
paraplegic,
reached
Willinan,
a
29-Year-old
Five years ago: Mark
even Australia. She has won boxes of
the summit of El Capitan in Yosemite National Park after hauling greeting cards. T-shirts, also cheapover
nine.dais.
time
himself up the granite cliff six inches at a
looking costume jewelry — she paid
One year ago: President Clinton launched a new, harder sell for his $20 for a pin that could be bought at
budget at a conference in Chicago, accusing Republicans of gridlock. Kmart for 19 cents.
Obviously, my mother's name
Retired Gen. Matthew B. Ridgway died in Fox Chapel, Pa., at age 98.
Today's birthdays: Actor Jason Robards Jr. is 72. Movie director and address have been sold to every
She
Blake Edwards is 72. Movie director Stanley Kubrick is 66. Rock star scam operatioR in the country.
advising
call
telephone
a
received
Mick Jagger is 51. Actress Susan George is 44: Tennis player Vitas her that she "won" $10,000 but, in
Gerulaitis is 40.
order to collect it, she had to send
Thought for Today. "Parodies and caricatures.are the most pene- $1,000 via Federal Express immeditrating of criticisms." — Aldous Huxley (1894-1903).
ately. She sent her check for $1,000,
which was promptly cashed. Now

ray State University.

ment.

Twenty years ago
Murray State University's
Speech and Hearing Center has
received a $27,600 contingency
fund grant for a mobile diagnostic van from the state of Kentucky, according to Gov. Wendell
Ford.
Work is progressing on the
widening project at Ncrh 12th
and Chestnut Streets as shown in
a published photograph by Staff
Photographer Dave Celaya.
Murray Little League All-Stars
beat Henderson to advance to the
Little treague Sectional Tournament. Alan Gibbs was Murray
pitcher. The Murray team had
beat Marshall County to win the
District Tournament before the
game with Henderson.
Jimmy Musgrove Jr. of Paducah won the Oaks country Club
Invitational Men's Golf Tourna-

Thirty years 140
Calloway County Mental
Health Center is making plans to
be in full operation by Sept. 1 on
the third floor of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
A localized but severe storm
hit the Almo area on July 24
doing quite a lot of damage to
crops.
John C. Waters gave an early
history of Calloway County and
the Jackson Purchase area at a
meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club.
Recent births reported include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Roy F.
Crotzer, July 17.
Mrs. E.C. Jones, Miss Ruth
Houston, Mrs. Charles Mercer,
Mrs. Graves Hendon, Mrs. R.W.
Churchill, Mrs. Hillard Rogers
and Mrs. H.C. Chiles are new
officers of WMU of First Baptist
Church.

DEAR ABBY
we are trying to get her money
back.
We've called state's attorneys,
police-Myesitigators_the Chamber of
Commerce —they were all very
sympathetic, but they could do
nothing to help her: These sca'm
operators hire attorneys for advice
on how to stay within the law while
bilking the public.
A recent TV program exposed a
Las Vegas sweepstakes operation
that took in $40,000 per day — in
increments of$15 to $20.
Unfortunately, none of us six
children has been able to convince
Mom that no legitimate sweepstakes requires an "entrance" fee in
order to win.

Abby, one cannot simply take
checkbooks away from older people
— they need to retain some sense of
dignity.and indepyndellce Ifanypne
has any ideas on how to.hatidle this
problem, I would pure like to hear
them.
ANOTHER DAUGHTER,
,MAHOMET,ILL.

DEAR DAUGHTER: I apologize for suggesting that entering a mail sweepstakes could be
a "harmless pleasure." I had no
idea it was the international
multimillion-dollar rip-off you
disclosed in your letter.
* * *

DAILY COMICS
THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE
THEY PUT MY PEET IN
CONCRETE AND WERE
JUST ABOUT TO TI-IROW
ME OFF A BRIDGE

NO! PLEASE! I HAVE
A WIFE,Two KIPS
AND A
poG!
DAG1400,2!
WAKE UP!

. Forty years ago
GIcnn Cochrum, Max Morris,
Prentice Darnell, Tommy McNeely, Fred Douglas and Bobby Fain,
officers, and C.W. Jones, advisor,
of Lynn Grove High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America; spent a week at Leadership Training- Center at
Hardinsburg.
Mrs. Robert W. Huie of the
Bank of Murray is attending a
meeting of Kentucky Group of
Assoeiation of Bank Women at
the Brown Hotel, Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Holland,
and children, Betty Ann and
James Ray, of Detroit, Mich.,
have been visiting relatives and
friends in Murray and Calloway
County.
Assets at the Bank of Murray
are $9,095,801.62, according to
the published statement for the
riod ending June 30, 1954.
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DEAR ABBY: I thought your
response to -Annoyed in Massachusetts" was right on the money. As
parents of a 3-ntonth-old, we would'
never impose our Child on anyone.
He's our child, not theirs. If we have
a social engagement to attend and
can't -find a baby sitter, then we
•
stay home.
-You may use my name.
ROBERT COOK,
OKINAWA,JAPAN

DEAR ROBERT COOK:
Thank you. I needed your'affirmation. I was severely criticized
by some for agreeing with
"Annoyed," who wrote in part:
"Let's face it, it is difficult even
for a parent to be interested in
hundreds of graduates and
speakers. How on earth do parents of these children expect
them to act?
"This is a wonderful moment
for the parents and grandparents of graduates — but never
on God's green earth would I do
something as stupid as bringing an infant to a graduation
ceremony."
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DEAR ABBY: Between the ages
of 3 to 8. my brother loved to play
with Barbie dolls. He and I used to
play "Barbies" all the time. We
would go to the store and pick out
our favorite dolls. He loved Barbies
more than GI•Joe, trucks, guns: and
other male-oriented-toys.
He is now 15, and there is nothing feminine about him. In fact, I
can't keep him away from my
female friends. I think his playing
with Barbies was just a prelude to
his love of women.
If you use this letter, please don't
use my real name — rirky brother
would kill me! Sign this ...
KEN AND BARBIE.
'
NASHUA, N.H.

I
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CALVIN and HOBBES
41 DAD. I
SUPPOSE YOU'RE
ViONDERMG 110,
0
YOU'RE DOING
IN NE
POLLS.

HOJSENDLO SIX-YEAR-OLDS WERE

I Ilink siOU'LL FIND MIS
CHART QUITE REVEALING
NIS LANE REPRESEWS -04E
"AVERAGE DAD APPROX. RATING"
OF 70%. 11-1IS OVERLAI
SHOWS YOUR A4Mc4A1_ RATING
AT ,A)ST UtADER /0Z'

NOT
REALL1

POLLED ON WEIR cRVORITE

BEDTIMES.' NMcj 0t TIAESE
SuCcISSWE oVERLANS
IOVR RATING WOAD INANE
EAQA 110UR LATER! SCE,
tAIDNIGIAT, YoU'RE RIGHT
UP TO NORMAL'
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DR GOTT

After years of harboring his secret desires,
Ned finally hits on the senior librarian.

741,

By Peter 1t. Gott, M.D.

CATHY
HAIR DRYER... HOT ROLLERS... 7011, I KNOW THERE
STYLING WAND.. TRAVEL RDA) ISN'T ANki ON THE
...PORTABLE STEAMER...ELEC- TRAIL., BUT I'M
TRIC PLAQUE-FIGHTING SYSTEM SURE THERE'LL BE
SOME WHEN WE
...WHEW! I'M &OW& TO NEED
GET TO THE PLAGE.
A816&&. BACKPACK, ALEK

THERE'S
NO
"PLACE"

1

THERE'S NO ELECT/MATO
ON THE TRAIL, CATH4.

oettr BE.
SILL'f! WE'LL
60 IN SOMEWHERE AND
ASK THEM TO
SWITCH ON
THE POWER!

THERE'S NO "Hr.
THERE'S NO
'SOMEWHERE'.
THERE's NO
"THEM*. IT'S
3UST YOU AND
ME AND THE
WILDERA4ESS7

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
1 Naples island
6 East
European
11 Beach-goer's
goal
12 Passed
14 Biblical city
15 Increase
17 Hesitation
sound
18 Residue of
fire
20 Not tight
21 Poem
22 Bride's
headdress
24 Southeast
Asian holiday
25 VP's superior
26 Whirlpools
28 Pedestals
30 Corn-plant
part
,
31 Miner's find
32 More quickly
35 Tattle
38 Hawaiian food

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
YeUWeMaME.I..!
—THIS CoUCH LcioKS
t-6cE IN HERE.

WHAT's THE COFFEEVeLe IFTHE NEW MUCH
WASN'T FERE- I NIF.VaR
WRONG JOHN.SUDDENLY

rr voKs so()to!

AND THE LAWSWE.REALLY SHOULD
REPLACETHEM!

tuner

•

‘‘VoULD HPt/E.NCSlitED HOW

way vie NEEoTo

DJ

DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from
high blood pressure. My doctor has
me on medication, but the side effects
are terrible — nervousness, pain,

HELLO. I'D LIKE TO BUY A
150-MILE EXTENSION CORD.

GcCOTHING
WEGor rr,
HUM?

\

••••l. KY

depression and weakness. As a result,
I stop the pills and my pressure rises.

fish
39 Whale
41 Eye infection Answer to Previous Puzzle
42 Egos'
counterparts
MOM ODOM MUM
43 City on the
OMO
OWWOM UOM
Nile
MOWUMO MMOUOM
45 Spire
UMM MMRIMM
ornament
46 Tellurium
MUM OW OMWMO
symbol
47 Unit of local
government
49 Railroad
(abbr.)
UW000 WO HMO
50 Ancient
WOMMO MOD
Jewish
UUNWEIO UOMWMO
ascetic
52 Caesar's
MOM ORNOU MOM
slayer
IMOU
001AU0 0OU
54 Coarse wool
7-260 1994 United F- eature Syndicate
cloth
55 Large trucks
day
boxes
(sl.)
3 School or9.
7 Author —
4 Actor — Julia
Grey
DOWN
5 Metal bars
8 Noun suffix
1 Swore
6 Treasure
9 LP's
2 — apple a

What shall I do?
DEAR READER: As I've written
before, treatment for hypertension
was barely adequate 30 or 40 years
ago; the therapy was limited to a couple of drugs that had horrendous side
effects.
Today,there-are many More options
and the drugs are much safer.
Modern treatment includes betablockers, calcium-channel blockers,
diuretics and ACE-inhibitors, as well
as combinations of these medicines.
Consequently, there is no valid reason for you to deprive yourself of necessary therapy. You and your doctor
should be able to work together to find
a drug (or combination) that suits you,
will lower your blood pressure and be
relatively free of complications.
Remember that uncontrolled hypertension causes stroke, heart disease
and kidney damage, so it should not

EPAMERIPMH
mom mum mum

SUCCeSsor

Paid attention
11 Smoothly
gracious .
3 4 5
dr 8 alli
13 Female
garment
IIII
16 A Stooge
19 Extremely
15
ugly
21 Jazz player
— Coleman
23 Climbing
plant
Ill
II
ilUUU
25 French
capital
all
Mil
27 Before
29 Measure of
weight
32 Group of
rooms
33 Most ancient
34 Bellowed
35 Cleans
thoroughly
36 Island in the
• Mediterranean
37 Inheritors
40— de-.1anoi$0.43 Ice-cream
holder
44 Monster
4
,
17 Spatting —
MI Sing without
words
51 Opp. of NE
53 Palm lily
10

41)
4)J

1
11

GARFIELD
I LOVE
CHOCOLATE
CAKE!

2

18 •id
14

22
28

mai

U•PU
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illUU
mill iii w
am
kIUUUammUUUU

PEANUTS
i-4140LO-WRITE A-LETTER
TO TWAT LITTLE RED-gAIRED
6IRL, AN TELL HER ALL
ABOUT MYSELF..

iIUU id
1111idiliU
aU
il idUUUUU
illUdUUU dUUdUU
RISE II id111101E11

be ignored.
In addition to the medication I mentioned, there are several non-pharmacological methods of treating high
blood pressure. These include losing
weight (if you're stout), increasing
your exercise, eliminating salt in your
diet, and stopping alcohol (if you're a
drinker).
Therefore, in answer to your question, I urge you tooadopt the healthy
lifestyle changes I listed and meet
with your doctor to decide what medicine is appropriate for you.
I should add that this approach is
becoming more universal. In my practice, I have several patients who could
not, for one reason or another, toler-

ate certain anti-hypertensive drugs.
However, by working closely together
and experimenting, with different
types, we were able eventually to hit
on a combination of medicines that
did the trick.
'Th one irdtallee VIVI remember; t
had to try eight different drugs before
I found an effective therapy that my
patient could safely take. Rettirn to
your family physician.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Hypertension." Other readers who would like a copy should send
$2 plus. a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2433,
NewlYork, NY 10163. Be sure to mention the title.
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Mrs. Eula Burton Hicks

The funeral for Clyde Boren will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of •
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. A.J. Outland will officiate.
Mrs. Olivene Erwin will be organist. Burial will follow in Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mr. Boren, 78, Story Avenue, Murray, died Sunday at 10:15 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Survivors include one brother, Clarence Boren and wife, Lillie Mae,
Murray; one nephew, Ray Boren and wife, Karen, a great-niece,
Amanda Boren, and a great-nephew, Christopher Boren, all of West
Paducak several cousins.

The funeral for Mrs. Eula Burton Hicks will be Wednesday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Steve
Todd will officiate. Music will be by Terry Todd, soloist, and Dwane
Jones, organist.
Pallbearers will be David, McDaniel, Michael Midkiff, Jonathan
Solfisburg, John Todd, Jeremy Driskell amd Kimberly Fisher, active;
Gary Midkiff, Doug McDaniel, Dennis McDaniel, Jeff Solfisburg,
-Christopher Driskell, Adam Todd and Ben Todd, honorary. Burial will
follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mrs. Hicks, 73, Murray Manor Apartments, died Sunday at 3 a.m.
at her home.
Survivors include six daughters, Mrs. Martha McDaniel, Rockford,
Ill., Mrs. Barbara Midkiff and husband, Hampton, Salt Rock, W.Va.,
Mrs. Nancy Solfisburg and husband, John, Sandwich, Ill., Mrs. Ina K.
Todd and husband, Steve, Murray, and Mrs. Janet Driskell and husband, and Mrs. Billie Fisher and husband, Tim, all of Sidney, Ohio;
one sister, Mrs. Oleta Swift and husband, Eldridge, Rt. 1, Almo; one
brother,- Lawton Burton and wife, Pearl, and one sister-in-law, Mrs.
Sue Burton, Buchanan, Tenn.; an uncle, John Burton and wife, Iva
Nell, New Providence; 20 grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.

William Richard Hornback

•

•

William Richard Hornbeck, 83, died Monday at, 2:30 p.m. at his
home in Crittenden County.
He was a retired driver for Mayflower Truck Lines.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Alfreda Dixon Hornbeck; one
daughter, Mrs. Jackie Hrapeck, Marion; two sons, Rocky Hornbeck,
Henderson, and Roper Hornbeck, Murray; two stepdaughters, Linda
RaMmage and Vaughnel Bebout, Marion; one stepson, Glen Davidson,
Benton; 12 grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren. .
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Boyd's'Fun;rar-Horile Salem. • .

Ronald Marsala
Ronald Marsala, 42, died Thursday at 9:15 p.m. at his home at
His body was cremated and his ashes will be interred at a cemetery
in Sylmar, Calif.
. Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of local
arrangements'.

James Aubrey George
Services for James Aubrey George will be Thursday at-1 p.m. in the
chapel of Roth Funeral Home, Paducah..The• Rev. Merle Thomas will
officiate. Burial will follow in Woodlawn Memorial Gardens. ,
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.
Mr..-Gebrge, 79,0646hosee City, Okla., formerly of Paducah, died
Saturday at Presbyterian Hospital, Oklahoma City.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Paula Jean Gimmel, Oklahoma City; two sisters, Mrs. Cornelia Williams and Mrs. Grace Cooper,
and one brother, Benny George, all of Murray; three grandchildren.
ar-

- George Rueben Barrow
The funeral for George Rueben Barrow was today at 10 a.m. in the
Memorial Chapel of Angliet Funeral Horne, Dover, Tenn. The Rev.
Shcmey Oliver officiated.
Pallbearers were Mike Taylor, Shaunee Underwood, Bryan Kelly,
Tony Waller and Bobby Allen. Burial was in Henry-Hendon Cemetery
in Land Between the Lakes.
Mr. Barrow, 77, 104 jackson St., Dover, Tenn., died Sunday at his
home.
Surv•ivors include his wife, Mrs. Goldie M. Damron Barrow; three
daughters, Mrs. Mary Hilda Taylor, Cadiz, Mrs. Cathy Allen, Murray,
and Mrs. Judy Kelly, Palm Harbor, Fla.; one son, Norris Barrow, Dover, Tenn.; three sisters,.Mrs. Clarice Lancaster, Dover, Tenn., Mrs.
Jean Austin, Calvert City, and Mrs. Mary ,Elizabeth Greenup, Mayfield; two brothers, Clinton Barrow, Mayfield, and Wilmer Barrow,
Dover, Teen.; seven grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
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Final rites for Mrs: Tennie Stamper were Sunday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Roy B. Thurmon
officiated.
Pallbearers were Kenny Vinson, Jimmy Vinson, Kevin Vinson, Billy Joe Iliggins, charles.Skamper,Don Page,,,Michael Hale and Bobby
Bradley. Burial was in Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Mrs. Stamper, 83, Rt. 2, Mayfield, died Friday at 4 a.m. at her
home.
Survivors include three sisters, Mrs. Frances Vincent, Grand Rivers,
Mrs. Sylvia Nell Collins, Paducah, and Mrs. Lois Hale, Mayfield; one
brother, Chesley Darnell, Taylor, Mich.

(Thursday-Sunday)
TIMES:
• Sunday Morning - 9:50 a.m.
7:30 Each Night

•

Mrs. Lottie D. Jetton
Graveside services for Mrs. Lottie D.Jetton were Monday at 1 p.m.
at Murray Memorial Gardens. Dr. Charles Parker officiated. J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs: Jetton, 95, Jackson, Tenn., formerly of Murray, died Saturday
at 7 a.m. at Jackson-Madison General Hospital, Jackson.,
Her husband, Nolan Jetton, died in 1974. She wasthe daughter of
the late T.W. Fain and Laura Johnson Fain.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Dortha N. Phillips and husband, A.L., Jackson; two granddaughters, Mrs. Ann Phillips Bell,
Jackson, and Mrs.'Carolyn Phillips Sigman, Memphis, Tenn.; two
great-grandchildren, Phillip Bell and Patty Bell, and one great-greatgrandchild, Tiffany Bell, all of Jackson; several nieces and nephews.
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Funeral rites for Robert L. Haynes were Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. Grandsons served as pallbearers and burial was in Price Cemetery.
Mr. Haynes, 85, Brand Street, Mayfield, died Saturday at 10:25
a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Willie Hurd Haynes; two daughters, Sandy Soring,.West Branch, Mich., and Jodi Haynes, Murray; two
sons, Robert W. Haynes, Clarksville, Tenn., and robert L. Haynes Jr.,
Crystal Lake,, Ill.; two stepdaughters, Nevada Riley,. Mayfield, and
Rita 1-lamlin, Pryorsburg; four stepsons, J. D. Lain and Carroll Lain,
Paducah, Buddy Lain, Mayfield, and Windell Lain, Pryorsburg; one
sister, Mrs. Lillian Brigham, Clarksville, Tenn.; two brothers, Finis
Haynes, Clarksville, Tenn., and Herman Haynes, Gallatin, Tenn.; 28
grandchildren; 18 great-grandchildren.

Final rites fdr Mrs. Dorothy Irene Wall were Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Topper Council
officiated. Burial was in Clarks River Cemetery, Symsonia.
Mrs. Wall, 70, Rt. 1, Symsonia, died Friday at her home. She was a
member of a Baptist church.
Survivors include her husband, Cecil Wall; four daughters, Mrs:
Freida Tatum, Hazel.Park, Mich., Mrs. Patricia Stembridge, Symsonia,
Mrs. Mary Smothers, Benton, and Mrs. Jean Wells, Murray; one son,
Roy Wells, Murray; two stepdaughters, Celia Wall, Murray, and Carol
Prince, Reidland; three sisters, Mrs. Marie Williams, Dresden, Tenn.,
Mrs. Robbie Green, Reidland, and Mrs. uollis Champion, Sun City,
Ariz.; twobrothers, Russell Brown and Roy Gene Brown, Reidland;
15, grandchyildren; 10 great-grandchildren.

Greenup to host festival
PLUM FORK, Ky. (AP) —
The first "Sassafras Festival" is
scheduled for Aug. 5-6 in Plum
Fork in Greenup County.
The festival is being organized
by Russell Cartee at his farm off
Kentucky 7, about 10 miles south
of South Shore.
Cartee said his father used to
gather sassafras roots from the
ills and extract the pure oil in a
still he built. It was sold for
teach, medicines, flavorings and
air fresheners.
Festival goers will get hot or
iced sassafras tea.
Visitors will also tour the Old
Country Store, where Cartee's
father stored the sassafras candy
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Mrs. Tennie Stamper
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Sews
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.US 1-3 301-4041
US 14 400-525
US 1.3 525 and up lbs..
US 2-3 355.515
Boars 52530-22.110
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US 1-2 2304250 lb..US 1-2 210-230
US 2-3 230-244
US 3-4 244275 lbs.------------$4&541-41.58
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Shock Collars • lark Collars

Clyde Boren

•

that was shipped to state parks
and other outlets across the Midwest and the Southeast.
Other attractions will include a
nearby 140-year-old covered
bridge and one of the largest walnut trees in Kentucky. Games,
contests and country music also
are planned.
The festival joins other eastern
Kentucky favorites such as Greenup's Old Fashioned Days,
Paintsville's Apple Festival and
West Liberty's Sorghum Festival.
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S1.75
St ith French Bread
FWD‘N 110:30 to 4:30)
atklen Fried Catfish Filet st/ Cole Mast,[lush Puppies. &
Sports's Steak Fries
PRIME RIB IS SERVED EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY
S vrt Rim (10:30 to 4:30)
Sport 's Original "kentuck) Hot Rom's**
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NIosit‘N (10:30 to 4:311)
Checsysteaks-Thin.Shased Prime Rib %%1 Sauteed
Nlashmonts. Onions.(men & Red Peppers and Niched
S4.25
Nloniere) Jack Cheese on a Hoagie
11
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ipular Deinaixl - Racer Burger %%WI Steak Fries
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NVEDNI-NDkl 10:311 to 4:30)
Chicken
Refrishingl)(axe Chicken Cashes% Salad Breast on a Bed of Crisp(;reins It/ Crunch)(ashots S3.45
1Sth & Olive Blvd - Murray, Kentucky
Monday thru Saturday - 10:30 am to 10:00 pm
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Contiruing A Tradition
Of Excellence.

gtBSCRIBE
"Since 194Z Miller Funeral Homes has served
the fami4s of Murray and Calloway County.
We are proud to offer courteous and dignified
services, professional personnel and quality
facilitiesand equipment. Miller FuneralHomes
will continue it's tradition of excellence -and
commitment to those we serve."
- Staff of Miller Funeral Homes
MillesthaaeralHome'sFamilyincludexpwanejostes.licenaKIFUlletliPirecto!,.

Tommy Walker, Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer; Thelma Miller,
Licensed Funeral Director; Howard D. Mathis, Licensed Funeral Director &
Embalmer; Rickey Garland,-Apprentice and.Gene Miller, Assistant.
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North 4th Street • Murray, KY 42071
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